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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 My name is Andrew Farquharson Milne (Andrew Milne) and I am employed 

as a Senior Transportation Planner at Christchurch City Council and have 

held this position since April 2012.  I am a Chartered Professional Engineer 

(CPEng) and registered under the Chartered Professional Engineers New 

Zealand Act 2002.  This qualification means I have been reviewed by the 

registration authority and deemed competent to practice in my area of 

expertise. 

 

1.2 My qualifications include a Master of Science Degree in Transportation 

Planning and Management from Westminster University in London and a 

Bachelor of Engineering Degree (with Honours) in Civil and Transportation 

Engineering from Napier University, Edinburgh. I am also a Member of the 

Institution of Professional Engineers New Zealand. 

 

1.3 I have worked over 20 years practicing in the field of traffic engineering and 

transportation planning in New Zealand and the UK. My experience 

relevant to this evidence includes: 

 

(a) drafting of the Transport rules for the operative Christchurch City 

Plan; 

 

(b) scoping briefs for Transport Assessments for Priority                                                             

Greenfield Areas; 

 

(c) reviewing Transport Assessments for proposed Plan Changes; 

and 

 

(d) providing Transport advice on Resource Consent Applications.  

 

1.4 As part of my role at the Christchurch City Council I have been asked to 

provide evidence in relation to the transport related effects of submissions 

on various proposed rules in the Commercial and Industrial proposals of 

the proposed Replacement District Plan (pRDP). 
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1.5 In relation to sites to be zoned commercial/industrial I have been involved 

in the initial transport assessments of the priority areas including North 

Belfast, previously identified as CB1 in the Regional Policy Statement.  In 

2009 I was involved in a Council hearing on Plan Change 22, which 

involved what is known as the Styx Centre, although I undertake no 

assessment of the submissions in relation to this site.1 

 

1.6 I confirm that I have read the Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses 

contained in the Environment Court Practice Note 2014 and that I agree to 

comply with it. I confirm that I have considered all the material facts that I 

am aware of that might alter or detract from the opinions that I express, 

and that this evidence is within my area of expertise, except where I state 

that I am relying on the evidence of another person.   

 

1.7 The key documents I have used, or referred to, in forming my view while 

preparing this brief of evidence are: 

 

(a) Land Use Recovery Plan (LURP) (Canterbury Earthquake 

Recovery Authority, 2013); 

 

(b) Regional Land Transport Strategy 2012 - 2042; 

 

(c) Christchurch Transport Strategic Plan 2012-2042; 

 

(d) Canterbury Regional Policy Statement 2013 (RPS)(As per 

Appendix 1 of LURP) 

 

(e) Smart Choices 2015-2025 Christchurch City Consultation 

Document; 

 

(f) Aurecon modelling Memo, 4 November 2013;  

 

(g) Christchurch Network Management Plan Interim 2013; 

 

(h) Belfast Area Plan, Urban Development Strategy, Christchurch City 

Council, June 2010;  

                                                                                                                                                              
1  Refer to Mr John Falconer's Evidence in Chief for a response to submission 1187 regarding the Styx Centre. 
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(i) Canterbury Regional Land Transport Strategy 2012-2024; and 

 

(j) The Regional Public Transport Plan 2014. 

 

1.8 I have read the planning evidence of Mr Mark Stevenson and the transport 

evidence of Mr Mike Calvert, and Mr John Falconer. In so far as the 

conclusions drawn in respect to transport I agree with each statement. 

 

2. SCOPE 

 

2.1 In my evidence I address transport related submissions in relation to 

Chapter 15 – Commercial that have the potential to have transport effects 

beyond the local road network.  I reference each submission in accordance 

with the Council’s number referencing convention. In my evidence I also 

respond to a submission on the industrial chapter that relates to the 

matters I raise in response to the submissions on the Commercial 

proposal.  

 

3. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

 

3.1 This statement sets out my consideration of the traffic and transport 

implications of submissions to the pRDP that I consider to have potential 

strategic effects on the transport network.  In my considerations I seek to 

demonstrate the alignment between the relief sought through the 

submissions and the primary policy documents of the Land Use Recovery 

Plan (LURP) and the Canterbury Regional Policy Statement (RPS) and the 

Strategic Directions chapter of the pRDP. 

 

3.2 The thrust of the policy documents recognise that successful recovery 

requires integration of transport infrastructure and land use. To enable 

recovery, commercial development is anticipated within a more 

concentrated central core and supporting key activity centres and 

neighbourhood centres. Such an approach is seen as a way of supporting 

an efficient transport network, enabling access by a choice of modes of 

transport.  In addition, the co-location of land uses such as housing, retail, 
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and offices in close proximity to each other, provides benefits in terms of 

encouraging multi-trip making. 

 

3.3 I demonstrate that optimising and protecting a transport network that 

supports growth, can be assisted by avoiding activities that are 

incompatible with the role and function of the strategic road network. I also 

demonstrate that the location of access associated with planned 

development can have a profound impact on the safety and efficiency of 

the surrounding road network if not considered at the plan change stage. I 

also highlight that ODPs have a critical role to play in the integration of land 

use and transport networks and are necessary for the recovery of Greater 

Christchurch.  

 

4. BACKGROUND 

 

4.1 The LURP is the Government’s land use plan to aid the recovery of 

Greater Christchurch. The LURP directs changes to the district plans of 

Christchurch and adjoining districts and the Canterbury Regional Policy 

Statement (RPS) (Chapter 6) to facilitate recovery. 

 

4.2 A primary objective as set out in the Strategic Directions Chapter 

(decisions version) of the pRDP is that of enabling speedy recovery and 

facilitating the future enhancement of Christchurch. The pRDP is directed 

to not be inconsistent with the LURP and give effect to the RPS.  Both the 

LURP2 and the RPS3 recognise that successful recovery requires 

integration of transport infrastructure and land use. 

 

4.3 The Regional Land Transport Strategy4 (RLTS) highlights that the way land 

use patterns and the transport system inter-relate plays a fundamental role 

in influencing the effectiveness and efficiency of transport. The importance 

of integration is reinforced throughout other supporting statutory and non-

statutory policy documents including the Christchurch Transport Strategic 

Plan, the Greater Christchurch Transport Statement, the RPS and the 

Regional Land Transport Strategy. 

 
                                                                                                                                                              
2  LURP section 3.2.4 paragraph 4 page 15, Action 36 page 35. 
3  CRPS Chapter 6 Objective 6.2.4, page 51. 
4  Canterbury Regional Land Transport Strategy 2012-2042 - Integration with Landuse, page 23. 
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4.4 In establishing a clear strategic planning framework to enable rebuilding 

and redevelopment, the LURP refers specifically to the RPS (chapter 6) 

which emphasises provisions including the integration of land use and 

transportation, necessary to effect recovery in a way that achieves the 

purpose of the Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA). 

 

4.5 In recognising the primary objective of expedited recovery and 

enhancement to Christchurch as set out in the Strategic Directions 

Chapter, integration of land use with transportation infrastructure is of key 

importance in successfully achieving the primary objective. 

 

4.6 The following objectives from the Strategic Directions chapter provide a 

strong alignment with provisions of the RPS for a successful recovery and 

enhancement of Christchurch: 

 

3.3.7 Objective – Urban growth, form and design -  

A well-integrated pattern of development and infrastructure, a consolidated 

urban form, and a high quality urban environment that: 

… 

(h) Improves overall accessibility and connectivity for people, transport 

(including opportunities for walking, cycling and public transport) and 

services; and 

(i) Promotes the safe, efficient and effective provision and use of 

infrastructure, including the optimisation of the use of existing 

infrastructure; and 

(j) Co-ordinates the nature, timing and sequencing of new development 

with the funding, implementation and operation of necessary transport and 

other infrastructure. 

 

3.3.10 Objective – Commercial and industrial activities 

The recovery and stimulation of commercial and industrial activities in a 

way that expedites recovery and long-term economic and employment 

growth through: 

(a) Enabling rebuilding of existing business areas, revitalising of centres, 

and provision in Greenfield areas; and  

(b) Ensuring sufficient and suitable land development capacity. 
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3.3.12 Objective – Infrastructure  

(a) The social, economic, environmental and cultural benefits of 

infrastructure, including strategic infrastructure, are recognised and 

provided for, and its safe, efficient and effective development, 

upgrade, maintenance and operation is enabled; and 

(b) Strategic infrastructure, including its role and function, is protected by 

avoiding adverse effects from incompatible activities, including 

reverse sensitivity effects… 

(c) The adverse effects of infrastructure on the surrounding environment 

are managed, having regard to the economic benefits and technical 

and operational needs of infrastructure. 

 

 

5. OUTCOMES OF CAUCUSING / MEDIATION 

 

5.1 Caucusing between Council witnesses and transport experts took place on 

2 April 2015 and an agreed statement was produced.5 Subsequent to the 

conferencing there continues to be ongoing communication with several 

expert transport witnesses with the aim of seeking agreement on transport 

issues or clarifying opposing transport views. The views expressed in this 

statement are accurate as at the time and date of issue however ongoing 

dialogue continues to take place which may result in changes to the views 

expressed in this statement. 

 

5.2 A key part of the agreed statement relates to the collective view of all the 

transport witnesses that the potential effects of development enabled 

through rezoning is considered at an appropriate level at the stage of 

rezoning.  

 

 

6. REQUESTS FOR REZONING LAND TO COMMERCIAL  

 

6.1 I have assessed the specific relief sought by submitters and further 

submitters, insofar as it relates to my area of expertise.  As a result of this 

                                                                                                                                                              
5  Expert Conferencing Statement Traffic and Transport 2 April 2015. 
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assessment I have come to a conclusion where I consider that it is 

appropriate for the relief sought to either be accepted or rejected. 

  

Barrington 

 

6.2 Submission 1068 supports the pRDP re-zoning of the car park area 

associated with the Key Activity Centre (KAC) at Barrington Mall from its 

current P2 (car park zoning) to Commercial Core zoning.  

 

6.3 Submission 1051 opposes the re-zoning, stating that the proposed re-

zoning enables expansion of the Mall and can have effects on surrounding 

streets such as over-spill parking and danger to pedestrians. Further 

submissions6 seek that re-zoning the car park to Commercial Core should 

not be given until an integrated traffic management plan7 as provided for in 

the pRDP Chapter 7 (7-17.3.19) is undertaken. The further submissions 

expect that such an integrated traffic management plan would address 

issues such as adequate parking provision, safe access location, public 

transport facilities and defined movement networks.  

 

6.4 It is my view that KACs such as Barrington are of such a scale that any 

proposed changes to the built form of such centres would likely trigger an 

assessment under the High Trip Generator Rule (pRDP Chapter 7 – Rule 

10 7.3.19). In my view the assessment criteria associated with the High 

Trip Generator Rule is suitably rigorous to ensure that the transport effects 

associated with changes to the KAC, that can enabled by the proposed re-

zoning, would be suitably addressed.  

 

6.5 This submission and associated further submissions bring into focus the 

debate presented elsewhere in submissions on Chapter 7, about whether 

commercial zoned areas should be exempt from the High Trip Generator 

Rule in order to better enable commercial development in Christchurch.  

While this question is best considered at the hearings process for pRDP 

Chapter 7, the further submissions in this instance do highlight the need for 

the High Trip Generator Rule to be applied to commercial development at 

KACs and elsewhere. 

                                                                                                                                                              
6  Submission #88 page 3, #812 page 2, #899 section 20 page 6, #1144 page 2. 
7  Defined as an Integrated Transport Assessment in pRDP Chapter 7. 
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Belfast 

 

6.6 Submission 1081 seeks to amend the North Belfast ODP as shown in 

pRDP Appendix 16.7.5 to include a new direct road connection from Main 

North Road into the ODP area. I note that the pRDP provides for scope to 

apply for access from the subject site to Main North Road as part of 

resource consent.  However as set out in the following sections I highlight 

the strategic transport issues that are likely to arise should access be 

established as requested through the submission. Statements within the 

submission are made regarding: 

 

(a) The benefits of the proposed direct link with regards to 

alleviating pressure on the Dickeys Road/Old Main North Road 

intersection and dispersal of traffic from the wider network. 

 

(b) Lack of opportunity to establish a north-south Collector as 

shown in the OPD. 

 

6.7 I respond to each of these points as follows. 

 

Benefits of Proposed Link 

 

6.8 In considering the principle of providing an additional direct access to Main 

North Road, the Regional importance of Main North Road needs to be 

highlighted. Main North Road forms part of the State Highway network 

(SH1)8 and operates at 60kph along the frontage of the subject site.  

Current flows along this link are now recorded at 38,000 vehicles per day.9  

Main North Road remains State Highway until it intersects with Queen 

Elizabeth II Drive (QEII Drive). While Main North Roads’ classification 

changes to a minor arterial south of QEII Drive it remains a key transport 

corridor for the City. As a consequence of the high traffic demands along 

this regionally important road, users currently experience congestion and 

unreliable travel times.  

 
                                                                                                                                                              
8 Following the opening of the Northern Arterial Route, the responsibility of managing Main North Road is likely to fall to 

Council.   
9  NZTA Count Data south of Dickeys/North of Johns Road 2013. 
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6.9 Main North Road is identified as a Core Public Transport Route which is a 

route that provides higher-frequency public transport services.10 As set out 

in the Regional Public Transport Plan11 (RPTP), road controlling authorities 

are encouraged to use traffic management measures including bus priority 

to improve the speed and reliability of bus services, particularly along key 

corridors used by frequent routes.  

 

6.10 Christchurch City Council’s funding commitment to public transport is 

aligned with the view expressed in the RPTP that successful public 

transport networks are vital to the recovery and growth of Greater 

Christchurch.  The City Council proposes, in its Draft Consultation Long 

Term Plan12 (LTP), to spend $35.9 million over the next 10 years on public 

transport infrastructure. This investment is to be directed at improving the 

most frequent and well used routes, such as those identified as Core 

Public Transport Routes and includes Main North Road.13  There is an 

expectation that Main North Road will play an increasingly important role 

as a Public Transport corridor particularly following the opening of the 

Northern Arterial Route (NAR). 

  

6.11 As set out in the RPS, in relation to patterns of land-use,14 sequencing and 

costs of infrastructure development need to be factored into decision-

making.  This is particularly relevant to the north west of the city where 

limited road capacity is currently available.  Increased demand for road 

capacity from planned residential, commercial and industrial activity can 

only be met in part by the delivery of additional road infrastructure including 

the NAR and investment in transport choices. 

 

6.12 Full development of sites in the north of the city such as Prestons, 

Highfield, and the Styx Centre, which place additional capacity demands 

on Main North Road, are contingent upon the completion of the NAR.  

While there is a focus on enabling redevelopment and building to go ahead 

without unnecessary impediment,15 the integration method of aligning 

transport infrastructure with sequenced development provides a suitable 

                                                                                                                                                              
10 Christchurch Transport Strategic Plan 2012-2042 – figure 5.8, page 37. 
11 The Regional Public Transport Plan 2014, Environment Canterbury – Policy 5.1 Action point 2, page 54 
12 Smart Choices 2015-2015 Christchurch City Consultation Document, page 37. 
13  Draft LTP Capital Programme Ref item 17043 Network Management Improvements - Main North Road Corridor. 
14  CRPS Objective 5.2.2(2) - Integration of land-use and regionally significant infrastructure (Wider Region) p 31. 
15  LURP Section 3.3 Direction and co-ordination 4, page 16. 
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balance between expediting recovery while achieving land use and 

transport integration. 

 

6.13 In recognition of the limited ability for Main North Road to support 

additional demands associated with planned and accelerated growth, 

NZTA are progressing with the NAR which is included as part of the Roads 

of National Significance (RoNS) project . Until such time as the NAR is 

operational there is a need to protect the strategically important role that 

Main North Road currently provides.  

 

6.14 It is recognised that during particular times of the day, different road user 

groups compete for the same road space. Such demands create conflict, 

safety issues and impact on the efficiency of the road network. The 

Christchurch Network Management Plan16 (NMP) is a joint NZTA, 

Christchurch City Council and Canterbury Regional Council response to 

maximising the efficiency of the existing network for all transport modes.  

As defined in the NMP, levels of service indicators for different road users 

such as general traffic, passenger transport and freight can be defined in 

terms of ‘network gaps’ which are a measure of delay for each mode of 

transport as defined in the NMP.17 In general the NMP seeks to prioritise 

different parts of the road network for particular modes at different times of 

the day.  

 

6.15 Main North Road is identified as a Core Public Transport Route and in 

accordance with the NMP, levels of service for public transport services 

would be given higher priority through a range of measures such as 

dedicated bus lanes and where appropriate priority at traffic signals. 

Separating or prioritising different transport modes onto different roads 

across the network where possible is a key method used within the NMP,18 

which can yield benefits in terms of enabling less conflict, greater efficiency 

and safety and help to resolve competing demands for road space. 

 

6.16 Opening up the North Belfast ODP area directly to Main North Road and 

ahead of the establishment of the north-south spine road, as envisaged 

within the OPD, has the potential to undermine the road efficiency sought 
                                                                                                                                                              
16  Christchurch Network Management Plan Interim June 2013. 
17  The Christchurch Network Management Plan Interim June 2013, Network Performance, page 10. 
18  The Christchurch Network Management Plan Interim June 2013, Mode Priorities, page 9. 
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through the NMP by encouraging both industrial traffic associated with the 

site to compete with commuting and Public Transport traffic for the same 

road space.   

  

6.17 Successful recovery of greater Christchurch can be undermined where 

traffic impacts of development reduce the efficiency of the network creating 

a cost impact on other businesses and commuters. A core method to 

reduce congestion and maintain effective functioning of the transport 

network that supports recovery is to encourage a switch from car based 

travel to other travel modes. As highlighted in the Consultation Draft LTP,19 

people will use public transport if it is a cheaper and faster means of 

transport compared to other options. 

 

6.18 Therefore, additional delays along Core Public Transport Routes, for 

instance, created as a consequence of a new traffic signal arrangement 

with no priority measures can undermine recovery if the attractiveness and 

financial viability of passenger transport services is compromised. 

 

6.19 In addition to the strategic effects anticipated by establishing a direct 

connection to Main North Road from 880 Main North Road, of particular 

importance is consideration of how such a connection would interface with 

the arterial corridor.  A signalled arrangement, tested for a post NAR 

scenario, was undertaken on behalf of the Council20 and was shown to 

offer reasonable levels of service. However as part of the assessment it 

was acknowledged that the strategic effects of enabling a direct link to  the 

arterial route were not considered during the access testing.  

 

6.20 When considering the principle of providing a signalled access to Main 

North Road I am guided by network management principles as set out in 

the Austroads design guidance document.21  

 

6.21 The concept of a hierarchy of roads is used to define the main functional 

objectives of each road type which is used to form the basis of ongoing 

planning and system management aimed at reducing the mixing of 

incompatible functions. 
                                                                                                                                                              
19  Smart Choices 2015-2015 Christchurch City Consultation Document, page 37. 
20 PC82, CB1 Belfast Outline Development Plan – Main North Road Alternative Access Investigation, Aurecon 4/11/2013.  
21  Austroads Guide to Traffic Management, Part 4: Network Management. 
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6.22 Network management often uses linkage principles to support the safety 

and efficiency of the road network. This principle recognises that although 

most roads have a dual function of access and movement, problems 

associated with this duality become acute when there are high volumes of 

traffic. The road hierarchy principles adopted by Council22 recognise the 

higher movement function associated with arterial routes and the higher 

access function associated with lower order collector and local streets. 

 

6.23 As each class of road has a different function, the form of intersection 

between the different classes of road needs to be appropriately selected. 

Appendix A of my evidence provides an extract from the Austroads Guide 

relating to network management to illustrate the appropriate form of 

intersection type in relation to different road classifications.  

 

6.24 From Appendix A it can be seen that a signalised connection to an arterial 

road even from a local road (which performs a network function) is 

considered to be undesirable.  

 

6.25 Therefore, intersecting an arterial road with a signalised access which is of 

no immediate network function is in direct conflict with preserving the 

movement function of Main North Road (SH1) and thus undermines the 

integrated pattern of development and infrastructure by failing to promote 

the efficient and effective provision and use of infrastructure including the 

optimisation of the use of existing infrastructure. In my view a signalled 

access arrangement would undermine the foundation of a planned road 

hierarchy and good road network management. 

 

6.26 The introduction of a set of traffic signals along Main North Road imposes 

greater delays to through traffic and reduces the traffic carrying capability 

of that route. As a consequence, the wider community bears the 'cost' (at 

least of added journey times).  

 

6.27 Intersecting a strategically important arterial road with a signalised access 

to serve a road of no immediate ‘network function’ is therefore in direct 

                                                                                                                                                              
22 Christchurch Transport Strategic Plan 2012-2042, Appendix C  
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conflict with optimising existing capacity within networks and protecting the 

function and efficiency of the transport network. 

 

6.28 The NAR provides, through significant public investment, for specific off 

ramps at Belfast Road which forms the southern boundary of the ODP 

area. The movement network associated with the ODP is linked to take 

advantage of the NAR Belfast off ramps. The relationship between the 

NAR and the ODP access points are ideally placed to offer the separation 

of different road user groups by enabling freight/industrial traffic to access 

the north of the ODP area from the existing State Highway 1 via the 

Chaneys Road on/off ramp.  Access to and from the south of the site is 

provided via the Belfast Road off ramps associated with the NAR. 

  

6.29 These routes offer a superior access strategy because the industrial traffic 

may access the ODP site on less congested routes and for the most part 

separate from the Core Public Transport Route along Main North Road. 

The creation of a direct access from the ODP areas to Main North Road as 

sought by the submission would undermine the advantages that the 

planned movement network as shown on the ODP offers in terms of 

efficient access and separation of traffic user groups. 

 

6.30 The creation of a direct link to Main North Road could also undermine the 

ODP in that future development within the ODP area will likely focus on 

whatever access is established first thus the planned northern section of 

the north/south spine road may not be established for many years if at all.  

 

6.31 I acknowledge that  a signalled arrangement can provide advantages in 

terms of creating gaps in the main road traffic flow and thus enable easier 

access to the arterial route for traffic entering from side roads. Further, 

traffic signals can provide a safe crossing point for pedestrians. However, 

on balance I am of the view that the creation of a signalised access point to 

form a connection point for 880 Main North Road does not represent an 

effective method for maintaining the efficiency of Main North Road or 

provides for development of the site in an integrated manner.   

 

6.32 In assessing the local traffic effects of providing a new intersection onto 

Main North Road, two forms of access were considered:  
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(a) an all movements signalled arrangement which I have already 

commented on specifically in sections 6.19 to 6.31 of my evidence 

and  

 

(b) a left-in-left-out (LILO) arrangement.   

 

6.33 Testing of these arrangements at 2026 and 2041 was undertaken by 

Aurecon on behalf of Council and presented in the Aurecon memo report 

to the Council.23  

 

6.34 Of the two access arrangements, the Aurecon report indicated a 

preference for a signalled arrangement (tested after commissioning of the 

NAR) in comparison to a LILO. The Aurecon report acknowledges that the 

advice is given in the absence of consideration of network operation and 

the strategic approach taken by the Roading Authority. 

 

6.35 The Aurecon report states that a LILO access arrangement appears to 

have little effect on the network as a whole and indicated that an additional 

connection would offer some minor relief to the Main North Road/Dickeys 

intersection in 2041.  However, the report states that in addition to offering 

poor levels of service at the access prior to the opening of the NAR, a LILO 

intersection  is not recommended because it: 

 

(a) has poor utility by providing no direct access to the site for traffic 

travelling from the City; and 

 

(b) may result in a number of dangerous U turn movements at the 

intersection of Main North Road/Dickeys Road. 

 

6.36 In determining whether a LILO can support a quantum of development 

prior to 2026 (the test scenario), I have obtained the most recent traffic flow 

data for Main North Road in the vicinity of the site and south of Dickeys 

Road. Appendix B provides a daily profile of southbound vehicles 

recorded for one-week periods in April, September and November of 

                                                                                                                                                              
23  PC82, CB1 Belfast Outline Development Plan - Main North Road Alternative Access Investigation, Aurecon 4/11/2013. 
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2014.24 By comparing the recorded traffic volumes with the modelled Main 

North Road southbound traffic volumes as shown in table 3.5 of the 

Aurecon report it can be seen that there may be some scope for a LILO 

access to operate well during the evening peak period when southbound 

Main North Road traffic volumes are lower. 

 

6.37 However from the profile it can be seen that the average morning peak 

period southbound traffic volumes exceed the modelled value as shown in 

table 3.3 of the Aurecon report for a three hour period. This suggests that a 

LoS F is likely to occur throughout this period for vehicles seeking to exit 

the site onto Main North Road. Such conditions generate safety concerns 

with the likelihood of more pressure being placed on drivers to accept 

smaller and smaller gaps in the main traffic stream, thus creating a 

significant safety risk for users of the strategic road and the access. 

 

6.38 From my analysis and the Aurecon modelling report undertaken on behalf 

of Council, it would appear that there are few network benefits that can be 

derived from a direct link to the North Belfast Area directly from Main North 

Road as requested by the submission. The effects of creating such a link 

are summarised as follows: 

 

(a) the introduction of an additional stopping point will compromise 

the movement function and efficiency of the high volume, 

Regionally significant arterial corridor; 

 

(b) without suitable priority measures, a new set of traffic signals will 

impact on the efficiency of the core public transport corridor by 

introducing additional delays to bus services thus undermining 

planned investment in improving journey time reliability for public 

transport services; 

 

(c) a  direct link introduces a gateway into the Industrial General area, 

which encourages the continued mix of freight traffic with other 

users of Main North Road which undermines the efficiencies 

sought through separating different user groups through the NMP; 

                                                                                                                                                              
24  NZTA Counts also included the first week of January 2014 however this has not been included in the averaging as this 

period coincides with typical holiday with commenting patterns unlikely to be representative of other times of the year. 
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(d) the formation of an additional direct link as requested undermines 

the benefits sought from the investment in the NAR Belfast off 

ramps; 

 

(e) the introduction of an additional set of traffic signals on a 

Regionally significant arterial route to serve a link of no immediate 

network function is contradictory to the concept of good road 

network planning; 

 

(f) the establishment of the link is likely to undermine the completion 

of the planned north/south link road through the ODP area; and 

 

(g) a link that interfaces with the arterial corridor through a LILO 

arrangement can introduce road safety effects particularly during 

the morning periods when access onto the corridor from the link 

road will be difficult. 

 

6.39 I am of the view that a direct link to Main North Road, served by either a 

LILO or a traffic signal arrangement, offers little benefit to the wider 

community in terms of efficiency and safety of the road network.  

 

 Lack of Opportunity to establish ODP north-south Link road 

 

6.40 I note in further submissions25 that the neighbouring landowner fully 

supports the north-south collector road as shown on the ODP and 

confirms, that they intend to make their land for development consistent 

with the ODP as soon as or before the zoning is confirmed including the 

establishment of the north-south collector road which runs through their 

property. 

 

6.41 In view of the willingness of the neighbouring landowners to enable the 

ODP north-south spine road to proceed, there is little reason why 

development of the submitter's land at 880 Main North Road may not 

proceed expeditiously and in accordance with the ODP. I consider that 

                                                                                                                                                              
25 Submissions #1344, #1345 page3, #1422. 
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enabling a direct link to Main North Road from the ODP area is 

unnecessary for recovery and does not on balance, provide an integrated 

approach to development and land use as sought by LURP and supporting 

policy documents. I therefore do not accept the relief sought in submission 

1081. 

 

6.42 Silver Fern Farms Limited (Submission 686) are seeking the rezoning of 

land at 66j, 76, 79, 81, 83 Factory Road and 10 Station Road from the 

proposed zoning of Industrial General Zone (North Belfast) to Industrial 

Heavy Zone. The change to the zoning sought is to ensure that existing 

activities can continue on the site without undue restrictions. 

 

6.43 The change in zoning sought recognises an existing industry and I note 

that the site has historically been used for heavy industrial activities. The 

main access to the area is currently along Factory Road which can be 

accessed from the west via Main North Road or from the east via the 

strategic freight route of Marshlands Road.26  

 

6.44 Current access to and from the west of the submission site passes through 

an area of mixed residential and light industrial uses. The area to the west 

of the site could therefore be sensitive to large numbers of heavy vehicles 

travelling through the area. 

 

6.45 However, given the existing use of the site, I do not anticipate a change in 

heavy vehicle proportions if the site is re-zoned to reflect its current use.  In 

addition, access to the site from the east is provided via Marshland Road 

which is an identified strategic freight route.  Access to the site from the 

east therefore offers a higher level of service (LOS)27 and a more 

appropriate and attractive freight route.  

 

6.46 I note that the ODP for the North Belfast industrial area includes the future 

closing of the railway crossing on Factory Road, with the north-south 

collector road connecting Old Main North Road to Belfast Road. As 

highlighted in paragraph 6.28 an interchange with the proposed Northern 

                                                                                                                                                              
26 Canterbury Regional land Transport Strategy 2012-2024, p21. 
27 Service (LOS) A to F where a LOS corresponding to A equates free flow conditions, and LOS E and F relate to at capacity 

or over capacity conditions where flow break-down occurs and significant queuing and associated delays result. 
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Arterial at Belfast Road will be constructed. This will provide access to the 

site that will bypass the residential areas. 

 

6.47 In my opinion, there is no transport reason why the land referred to in the 

submission should not be rezoned to Industrial Heavy. 

 

Cranford Street 

 

6.48 Submission 1122 seeks to rezone numbers 498-520 Cranford Street from 

Industrial General to Commercial Fringe stating that the block is very much 

in a residential neighbourhood and the current industrial zoning is at odds 

with the immediate environment. 

 

6.49 In response to the submission, I note that the site is not identified as a 

commercial centre and as such can undermine the centres approach 

advocated through LURP and the objectives of the pRDP Commercial 

Chapter as highlighted in section 4.6 of my statement.  From a transport 

perspective the site is poorly integrated with the transport network in terms 

of its: 

 

(a) lack of direct connection to a high frequency public transport 

route; 

 

(b) lack of association with a public transport hub; 

 

(c) lack of connection to the cycle network; 

 

(d) relatively low pedestrian catchments given its proximity to open 

fields and low density residential; and 

 

(e) lack of pedestrian infrastructure connections along Cranford Street 

to the south east of the site. 

 

6.50 The site is therefore highly dependent upon access by private vehicle 

which does not achieve many of the benefits of integration sought through 

a centres approach such as offering a choice of modes of transport or 

reducing dependency on the private motor vehicle. The re-zoning of the 
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site to Commercial Fringe as sought by the submitter would therefore not 

contribute to the successful recovery of the city and I do not accept the 

relief sought in submission 1122. 

 

Ferrymead 

  

6.51 Submission 380 seeks to rezone land at 2 Waterman Place in Ferrymead 

from Industrial General to Commercial Core or Commercial Fringe. The 

subject site takes access from Waterman Place which forms a priority 

intersection with Ferry Road. Ferry Road  is classified as a minor arterial 

route and currently carries approximately 16,000 vehicles per day (vph) 

and is identified in the CTSP28 as a Core Public Transport Route. 

 

6.52 The subject site has been the subject of several resource consent 

applications. It has currently implemented commercial development on site 

of approximately 3200sqm GFA and has consent for up to 6500sqm GFA 

under rules within the operative plan. 

 

6.53 In addition to seeking a commercial zoning, the submitter seeks to have 

this rule rolled over into the pRDP. Appendix C of my statement provides 

a capacity assessment of the current intersection of Waterman Place/Ferry 

Road for a weekday peak period. The analysis, based on 2013 traffic 

counts, indicates that under the current extent of implemented 

development, the intersection performs poorly with high delays imposed on 

right turning vehicles out of Waterman Place. Such poor performance is 

due in large part to the high through traffic volumes on Ferry Road making 

it difficult to find an appropriate gap in the main road corridor.  

 

6.54 I am therefore of the view that development which increases peak hour 

movements out of Waterman Place, such as that associated with the 

unimplemented consents or potential commercial development traffic 

associated with the requested zoning is likely to place further pressure on 

the intersection. Additional demands at the intersection, particularly for 

right turning vehicles out of Waterman Place can potentially compromise 

the safety of road users at the intersection as a consequence of drivers 

                                                                                                                                                              
28  Christchurch Transport Strategic Plan 2012-2042, Figure 5.8, page 37 
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seeking inappropriate gaps in the main road traffic flow along Ferry Road 

at peak times.  

 

6.55 In terms of potential network improvements to enable further development, 

the introduction of turning restrictions at the intersection may offer a 

method of safely accommodating increased turning movements from 

Waterman Place. However this may reduce access to the site for other 

businesses and potentially create longer travel distances and undesirable 

u-turning elsewhere on the road network. 

 

6.56 The development of a higher order intersection such as traffic signals 

would not be appropriate in this location based on the need to protect the 

role and function of Ferry Road and in consideration of the network 

management principles as highlighted in paragraphs 6.20 to 6.27 of my 

statement.  Enabling development that creates traffic demands that exceed 

the capacity of the road infrastructure does not in my view represent the 

integration between land development and transport infrastructure, or a 

centres approach as envisioned in LURP and supporting planning 

documents.  I therefore do not recommend acceptance of the relief sought 

in submission 380 from a transport planning perspective. 

 

6.57 Submission 607 seeks to re-zone land at 987 Ferry Road from Industrial 

General as shown on pRDP map 40 to Commercial Fringe.  

 

6.58 I note that consent (RMA92023053) was granted in 2014 for a range of 

activities that were identified as permitted under the operative Business 4 

zone. The consent included a significant retail component. 

 

6.59 The Transport Assessment that accompanied the resource consent 

application29 estimated vehicle trip generation of approximately 150vph in 

and 150vph out during the weekday evening peak period. Access to the 

site is taken directly from Ferry Road via the existing access point 

established for the previous Business 4 use. 

 

                                                                                                                                                              
29  Transport Assessment Report 987 Ferry Road, Ferrymead, TDG, July 2013. 
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6.60 As with Waterman Place, delays for right turning vehicles out of the site are 

predicted to be high as a consequence of the high through traffic volumes 

on Ferry Road. 

 

6.61 In my view the potential traffic effects associated with the requested re-

zoning are unlikely to be significantly different from what is consented, 

given the significant retail component of the current consent. However if 

any small increase in trip generation associated with development enabled 

through the requested re-zoning were to occur, such effects are likely to be 

largely internal to the site based on the current form of site access. On the 

basis of my assessment, from a traffic perspective I can support 

submission 607. 

 

Papanui 

 

6.62 Submission 810 and 1188 seek to rezone approximately 11ha of land 

(known as the Firestone site) on Langdons Road from its pRDP Industrial 

General zoning to Commercial Retail Park. In my assessment of the 

requests I have considered both submissions together. 

  

6.63 The site is currently split zoned as Business 5 and Business 4 with the 

Business 4 area identified at a depth of 50 metres along the Langdons 

Road site frontage. Resource consents have been issued for the 

establishment of office within sections of the current Business 4 area.  

 

6.64 Access to the site is taken directly from Langdons Road at two points. 

Langdons Road is a collector road and currently carries approximately 

5000 vpd. Langdons Road forms a signalled intersection with Main North 

Road to the east of the site and a priority intersection with the outer orbital 

route of Greers Road to the west. Greers Road carries approximately 

18,000 vpd and during peak hours carries about 1,800 vehicles in both 

directions. 

 

6.65 The site is located within relatively close proximity to the existing KAC at 

Northlands Mall but is physically separated from the Mall by the grounds of 

Papanui High School and the Main South Island Trunk Railway line. The 

only direct link between to the subject site and the KAC is Langdons Road.  
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There is little opportunity for the site and the Mall to be physically 

integrated. 

 

6.66 The Christchurch Assignment and Simulation Traffic model (CAST) is the 

Council’s preferred method for assessing all future strategic transport 

infrastructure needs and is linked to programmed transport infrastructure 

improvement projects within the Council's Long Term Plan.30  

 

6.67 CAST traffic modelling was undertaken to assess the traffic implications of 

the requested re-zoning both before and after completion of the NAR with 

the input assumptions agreed with the submitter during the process of 

information sharing prior to drafting this statement.31 It is noted that during 

the process of information sharing that it was agreed that the NAR needs 

to be in operation prior to the development of the site occurring. This is 

captured in the joint statement.32  Appendix D to my evidence includes a 

summary of Council’s CAST modelling process and analysis of traffic 

impacts associated with and without the requested rezoning. 

 

6.68 The analysis, while of a high-level nature, is the result of an extensive 

amount of time and resources and as such Council has sought to keep the 

submitter’s transport expert informed to avoid potentially divergent views of 

the traffic impacts. While the model provides only a guide to potential traffic 

effects and is subject to different interpretations, the modelling analysis has 

been peer reviewed33 to provide an independent view of the 

appropriateness of the methodology, analysis and validity of the 

conclusions drawn.   

 

6.69  The findings from the modelling and subsequent peer review raise several 

issues which point towards local and wider adverse transport effects.  The 

modelling summary highlights the following issues which are observed 

after the opening of the NAR: 

 

(a) The impacts associated with the changes in traffic patterns as a 

result of the re-zoning create noticeable delays on Main North 

                                                                                                                                                              
30  The 2015-2025 Draft Consultation LTP. 
31  Email between Andrew Milne and Ray Edwards , 25 March 2015. 
32  Expert Conferencing Statement Traffic & Transport 2 April 2015,Issue10, first bullet point , page 5. 
33  QTP Memo to Andrew Milne – Review of Langdons Road Development Assessment , 9 April 2015. 
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Road traffic and on the approaches to Main North Road even after 

signal optimisation.34  At a strategic level, with Main North Road 

carrying up to 2000vph in each direction35 the reported 10 

seconds per vehicle delay starts to produce sizable net delays to 

the wider community. 

 

(b) The modelling shows that delays associated with the use of the 

arterial network are such that local streets present more attractive 

routing options36. While in several instances, the increases in 

traffic on such local streets can be described as modest, they are 

likely to be noticeable given the local street context. The impacts 

on Sails Street in particular would see a three-fold increase in 

peak traffic of over 400 vph37 which will likely to be readily 

perceived and unacceptable to the Sails Street community. 

 

(c) The modelling shows that during the evening peak period the 

operating capacity of the northbound lanes of Main North Road, 

between Sawyers Arms Road and Cranford Street, are predicted 

to reduce from 80% to 95% as a consequence of the change in 

traffic patterns associated with the rezoning. 38 

 

(d) While delays at the Langdons Road approach to Greers Road 

may be reduced as a result of the installation of traffic signals, 

such a measure will have adverse effects on the wider community 

in terms of introducing delays on Greers Road traffic in addition to 

increasing the use of local streets such as Sails Street.   

 

6.70  Routing down local streets is a consequence of vehicles seeking to avoid 

the higher delay associated with access and travel on the arterial network 

including Main North Road and Papanui Road. The level of use of the local 

streets is a reflection of traffic congestion on the arterial network in the 

area and indicates that the road network would be under considerable 

strain during peak times. 

 

                                                                                                                                                              
34  Appendix D, 6.6.10, page 24. 
35  Appendix D, 6.3.6, page17. 
36  Appendix D, Figure 6.8, page 23. 
37  Appendix D, 7.1(5), page29. 
38  Appendix D, 6.3.6,page18 & 6.6.9, page 24. 
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6.71 In addition to competing for road space with public transport services along 

Greers Road and the core public transport routes of Papanui Road and 

Main North Road, such congested traffic conditions have safety and 

operational implications in terms of side road drivers undertaking risks in 

attempting to enter the main traffic flow stream with minimal gaps 

available.  

 

6.72  Further, such congested conditions lead to priority reversal which occurs 

when the main road traffic yields to side road traffic to enable them to enter 

the main road stream.  Priority reversal has an adverse effect on the 

efficiency of the main road traffic flow and safety implications for cyclists.  

 

6.73 The modelling highlights effects of rezoning that I find difficult to reconcile 

with the nature of recovery envisaged by the LURP and supporting policy 

documents. In particular, the traffic effects of the requested zone change 

as highlighted through the modelling suggest that there is some tension 

with the following objectives and policies of the RPS: 

 

(a) Support and maintain the existing network of centres below as the 

focal points for commercial, community and service activities 

during the recovery period.39  

 

(b) Except where identified for brownfield redevelopment, areas used 

for existing industrial activities are to be used primarily for that 

purpose, rather than as location for new commercial activities.40 

 

(c) Optimising existing capacity within networks and manage 

congestion.41 

 

(d) Maintain effective functioning of transport corridors and provide for 

development that does not affect this42. 

 

6.74 It is acknowledged that effects are likely to occur under both the operative 

split zoning and the pRDP Industrial General zoning. For the pRDP 

                                                                                                                                                              
39  CRPS 2013, Objective 6.2.5 – Key Activity and other centres, page 52. 
40  CRPS 2013, Objective 6.2.6 – Business Land Development,  page 52. 
41  CRPS 2013, Objective 6.2.4(1),(5),(6) – Integration of transport infrastructure and land use, page 51.  
42  CRPS 2013, Policy 6.2.5 (4) – Integration of land use and infrastructure, page 57. 
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Industrial General zoning, traffic may be anticipated on the basis of a 

general industrial trip rate43 which can equate to approximately 50% of the 

trip rate used in the Commercial Retail Park analysis. Therefore a degree 

of traffic effects can be anticipated with the pRDP zoning albeit to a lesser 

extent than the requested rezoning. 

 

6.75 In addition the current operative zoning can also have the potential to 

generate noticeable traffic levels particularly through the use of a permitted 

base-line argument based on the theoretical maximum site usage.  

However the use of a theoretical maximum site usage argument while 

providing commercial advantages can also produce poor transport 

outcomes by giving little regard to the aim of integration between land use 

development and transport infrastructure. 

 

6.76 In considering the difference in potential effects of the pRDP Industrial 

General zoning and the requested Commercial Retail Park zoning it could 

be seen that the effects, illustrated through the modelling analysis, relate to 

the scale of the anticipated development. There may therefore be merit in 

accepting a Commercial Retail Park rezoning on the basis of a 

development cap that maintains traffic levels that are comparable to the 

levels anticipated under the pRDP Industrial General zone. Such a cap 

would limit the potential adverse traffic effects to a level associated with 

what may be anticipated by the pRDP Industrial General zoning. 

 

6.77 It is appreciated that the site represents a valuable resource, located within 

an established urban area.  Whatever activities are permitted to occur on 

the site will generate traffic and such traffic will be required to compete for 

available road space. However it is the magnitude of change in traffic 

demands associated with the requested re-zoning that results in predicted 

adverse effects on the surrounding community as well as the strategically 

important arterial routes.   

 

6.78  While the high-level modelling may be seen simply as a starting point for 

understanding the potential effects of the requested rezoning, it 

nevertheless highlights the potential for adverse effects over a wide area of 

                                                                                                                                                              
43  Christchurch City Council Development Contribution Policy 2009. 
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the road network.  The scale of the effects are such that it is difficult to 

reconcile the requested re-zoning with the aim of accommodating business 

growth in an efficient and environmentally sustainable manner as 

envisaged in LURP and supporting policy documents. I therefore do not 

accept the relief sought in submission 810 and 1188 but do consider that 

some scale of Commercial Retail Park can proceed such that its traffic 

effects are no worse than may be anticipated by the pRDP Industrial 

General zoning. 

 

6.79 Submission 1189 seeks to re-zone land from Industrial General to 

Commercial Retail Park. The site currently has a recent and as yet 

unimplemented consent to establish a Mitre 10 Mega store in accordance 

with yard based retailing permitted within the industrial general zone. 

 

6.80 The requested re-zoning is anticipated to double the peak hour trip 

generation associated with the consented yard based retailing activity with 

evening peak hour trips anticipated to increase from 230 vehicles per hour 

(vph) to about 500 vph.  

 

6.81 The predicted increase in traffic is likely to have some impact on the 

surrounding road network.  However the scale of the increase is unlikely to 

have significant effects on the strategic road network when assessed in 

isolation from other zone change requests in the area. The effects of 

modest increases in traffic associated with the requested rezoning are 

likely to be appropriately managed at the resource consent stage through 

the use of a high trip generating rule. In my view the submission should be 

accepted. 

 

6.82 Submission 705 seeks to rezone land at 171 Main North Road from its 

current Industrial General zoning to Commercial Core. Submission 705 

relies upon a Transport Technical Note produced by Abley Transportation 

Consultants44 which sets out a high level assessment of the transport 

effects of rezoning as requested. 

 

                                                                                                                                                              
44   Abley Technical Note Foodstuffs Assessment (Papanui)  - CCC Replacement District Plan 7 October 2014. 
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6.83 The submission compares trip generation estimates for the existing 

permitted use and the potential trip generation associated with a 

commercial use and including the potential for  a supermarket. The 

submission reported on the use of the Christchurch Transport Model 

(CTM) to determine the current and future levels of service of the road links 

in the area. 

 

6.84 Recognising that the Main North Road/QEII/Northcote Road intersection 

currently experiences considerable delays during peak hours, the 

submission concludes that development enabled through commercial 

zoning that significantly increases traffic from the site prior to the 

construction of the NAR is likely to result in the identification of adverse 

transport effects. 

 

6.85 The submission goes on to state that following the opening of the NAR, the 

transport effects of the re-zoning will have no effect on the LoS of the key 

links of Main North Road and Northcote Road. 

 

6.86 The submission goes further to suggest that Rule 7.2.3.10 – High Trip 

Generators provides a sufficiently robust basis for assessing the effects of 

subsequent development of the site on the surrounding transport network 

and that as such, no development thresholds, such as those placed on 

other re-zoned sites in the north of the city which limit full development until 

the NAR is operational, should apply to this re-zoning. 

 

6.87 The site fronts Main North Road and takes two points of access onto Main 

North Road located some 60 m and 120 metres from the intersection of 

Northcote Road/QEII/Main North Road. The site frontage is from Main 

North Road which  is median divided resulting in LILO access/exit 

arrangements at present. An existing right-of-way also enables access via 

Lydia Street which forms a priority intersection with Northcote Road. The 

site is not visible from Northcote Road. 

 

6.88 Main North Road is classified as an arterial road in the operative City Plan.  

Within the vicinity of the submission site some 30,000 vehicles per day use 

this route to enter and exit the city. As well as being identified in the 
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Christchurch Transport Strategic Plan as a Core Public Transport Route, 

Main North Road is a key commuter route. 

 

6.89 Given the strategic importance of the corridor and its classification within 

the road network hierarchy there is a need to provide a high degree of 

protection to the corridor particularly prior to construction and opening of 

the NAR. As a District Arterial, Northcote Road has a higher strategic 

significance.  

 

6.90 It is noted that the submission assesses only the arterial links in proximity 

to the site and does not assess the effects on the key intersection of 

Northcote Road/Main North Road/QEII Drive. CAST modelling undertaken 

by the City Council and shared with the submitter’s expert transport 

witness provides a finer layer of detail and I refer to this in the following 

sections. 

 

6.91 The Main North Road/Northcote Road/QEII Drive intersection is one of the 

city’s more critical locations with a poor LoS F currently provided during the 

peak periods. The intersection has the third highest crash frequency in 

Christchurch and is identified by NZTA through Kiwirap45 as the 25th worst 

intersection nationally in terms of accident frequency and severity. The 

high crash history is a function of the volume of traffic using the 

intersection. 

 

6.92 In addition to being a high crash risk site, as indicated in Appendix E to 

this statement, this intersection is the third worst performing intersection 

throughout the city in terms of levels of service offered to different transport 

modes as defined in Council’s Network Management Plan 2013. Whilst it is 

recognised that the intersection is under considerable strain, it does play a 

significant and important role in the transport system and is currently a 

gateway intersection for travel to and from the north of the city. 

 

6.93 The relationship between the Main North Road site access points to the 

intersection is a critical one in that at present vehicles on this approach 

experience considerable delay and consequently queuing on this approach 

                                                                                                                                                              
45  Kiwirap is part of New Zealand’s Road Assessment Programme that is endorsed by government road organisations. 
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to the QEII Drive intersection frequently extends past the site frontage, 

effectively blocking the main site access during evening peak periods.  

 

6.94 Outputs from the CAST model are contained in Appendix F to this 

evidence and indicate that prior to the opening of the NAR the intersection 

provides poor levels of performance and confirms continued vehicle 

queuing beyond the site access points on Main North Road during evening 

peak times. 

 

6.95 It is therefore desirable that traffic demands that impact directly on the 

congested intersection are minimised until relief for the intersection is 

provided through the opening of the planned NAR. 

 

6.96 The CAST model indicates that post NAR 2031 and with planned 

infrastructure improvements as identified in the Long Term Plan included in 

the modelled network, the performance of the intersection is predicted to 

improve from a LoS F to a LoS E.  So while it is accepted that the 

intersection will have more capacity than at present, the predicted future 

LoS E suggests that the intersection is vulnerable to the effects of 

additional traffic 

 

6.97 As highlighted in the submission, rezoning of the site could potentially 

result in increases in traffic from 1,424 trips per day under its current 

industrial zoning to 8,064 trip per day if a supermarket were to establish 

under the requested commercial core zoning.  

 

6.98 Under the current LILO site access arrangement the re-zoning creates an 

intensification of use of the accesses, above what can be anticipated under 

its current industrial general zoning. Increase in use of the Main North 

Road access points introduce additional safety pressures on the approach 

to and at the Northcote Road/Main North Road/QEII Drive intersection by: 

 

(a) encouraging u-turning at the intersection; and 

  

(b) encouraging more traffic from the site to weave across the 

relatively short distance between the site frontage access points 
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and the stop line to the Northcote/Main North Road/QEII Drive 

intersection46.  

 

6.99  The modelling of the rezoning is based on the use of the existing LILO 

access arrangements and the use of Lydia Street as a LILO in accordance 

with planned changes to the intersection as part of Northcote 4-laning 

project. The modelling shows that, even with the NAR in place, high levels 

of delay associated with the exit movements from the access points are 

anticipated. This is caused by the demands associated with the rezoning; 

the high through traffic volumes on the arterial roads of Northcote Road 

and Main North Road, and the flow conditions along Main North Road on 

approach to the Main North Road/Northcote Road/QEII Drive intersection. 

 

6.100  It is therefore difficult to reconcile how the potential increased use of these 

access points can be safely accommodated without changes to the form of 

the access points such that they do not adversely effect the efficiency and 

movement function of the strategic arterial routes.  

 

6.101 In addition in relation to the higher development scenario of a supermarket 

that the re-zoning enables, typical supermarket formats favour a 

preference for all-movement frontage access. As four-lane median divided 

arterial roads,47 an all-movements access arrangement would need to be 

signalised.  Such an arrangement, if sought for the submission site, could 

create additional adverse effects given the proximity to existing signal sets 

located approximately 150 meters north and south of the site on Main 

North Road. 

 

6.102 Such proximity of signal sets would undermine signal co-ordination and 

optimisation through both arterial corridors. In addition, an additional 

signalised intersection reduces the efficiency of the main arterial road in 

favour of an access that provides no network function which is in conflict 

with road network planning as discussed in paragraphs 6.20 to 6.27 of this 

statement.  

 

                                                                                                                                                              
46

 CAST modelling shows a significant amount of east/south bound vehicles from the site would prefer to turn left onto 

Northcote Road then left again to come back to Main North Road via the local Vagues Road which has capacity issues on 
its approach with Main North Road. 

47  Currently reflected in the layout of Main North Road and planned for Northcote Road as identified in the Draft LTP  
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6.103 Site access issues may typically be more appropriately considered at 

consenting stage through a High Trip Generator rule. However such 

capacity issues as highlighted at this early zone change stage indicate that 

the high trip generator rule may not be sufficiently equipped to address the 

strategic effects of access to the arterial network.  

 

6.104 While the site can be directly served by the core public transport corridor 

along Main North Road, I find through the analysis undertaken that 

rezoning of the site to commercial does not strongly align with the transport 

objectives as set out in the Strategic Directions chapter, particularly around 

the themes expressed in Objective 3.3.7 on Urban Growth and Objective 

infrastructure. Moreover the requested re-zoning aligns poorly with the 

following transport outcomes anticipated within the Canterbury Regional 

Land Transport Strategy 2012-2024: 

 

(a) Support and maintain the existing network of centres below as the 

focal points for commercial, community and service activities 

during the recovery period.48 

 

(b) Optimising existing capacity within networks and manage 

congestion.49 

 

(c) Ensuring that the nature, timing and sequencing of development 

are aligned with funding implementation and operation of the 

transport and other infrastructure.50 

 

(d) Maintain effective functioning of transport corridors and provide for 

development that does not affect this.51 

 

6.105 From a strategic perspective, the re-zoning of the site fails in several ways 

to achieve key strategic transport outcomes sought for development. On 

this basis it has not been demonstrated that the re-zoning of the site as 

requested aligns with the aims of enabling recovery in an integrated 

manner.  

                                                                                                                                                              
48  CRPS 2013, Objective 6.2.5 – Key Activity and other centres, page 52 
49  CRPS 2013, Objective 6.2.4(5) – Integration of transport infrastructure and land use, page 51  
50  CRPS 2013, Policy 6.2.5 (2) – Integration of land use and infrastructure, page 57 
51  CRPS 2013, Policy 6.2.5 (4) – Integration of land use and infrastructure, page 57 
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6.106 In my view the assumption that effects can be appropriately addressed at 

resource consent stage through the High Trip Generator Rule is misplaced 

given my findings in paragraphs 6.92 and 6.99 in relation to how increased 

use of the access points cannot be reconciled against the need to maintain 

the efficiency of strategic road infrastructure. 

 

6.107 Therefore in my view it is unsafe at this point to accept the submission 

argument that the High Trip Generator rule will address anticipated 

adverse effects. 

 

6.108 Main North Road and the key intersection with Northcote Road/QEII Drive 

will continue to play a strategic role in the transport network after the 

opening of the NAR. Capacity relief afforded by the NAR and planned 

infrastructure improvements is however finite. A re-zoning which has the 

potential to create traffic increases in the immediate area is likely to 

contribute to congestion in this sensitive area and impact on the 

operational efficiency of the arterial corridor. 

 

6.109 I am of the view that from a traffic perspective the requested re-zoning 

does not align well with the LURP aim of enabling recovery in an efficient 

and environmentally sustainable manner. I therefore recommend that the 

submission is rejected. 

 

6.110 Should the Panel be minded to accept the submission, I am of the view 

that development of the site should be staged until the NAR is operational 

in recognition of the anticipated adverse effects on infrastructure and in 

order to free up road capacity required to accommodate the higher traffic 

demands associated with commercial zoning. 

 

6.111 I also note that the areas seeking to be re-zoned from industrial to 

commercial have been assessed individually in my evidence. There are a 

number of submissions seeking to be rezoned to Commercial in the north 

of the city. These include: 

 

(a) # 705 (171 Main North Road); 
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(b) # 1122 (498 Cranford Street); 

 

(c) # 560 (340 Main North Road); 

 

(d) # 810 (Langdons Road); and 

 

(e) # 1189 (Harewood/Langdons Road) 

 

6.112 The cumulative traffic effects of accepting all of the above submissions, 

particularly along Main North Road, are likely to be noticeable . Although 

the planned NAR will free up and provide additional capacity to the road 

network in the north of the city, the additional relief will be finite. 

 

6.113 Re-zoning such sites for commercial purposes creates the presumption 

that the effects associated with activities enabled within such zoning are 

anticipated and that such effects can be sufficiently addressed at the 

resource consent stage. However, seen on a collective basis, the 

submissions if accepted could generate strategic implications for the 

transport network in the north of the city which is best acknowledged at 

zoning stage. 

 

Redwood  

 

6.114 Submission 560 seeks to re-zone the site on the corner of Main North 

Road/Prestons Road from residential suburban to commercial local in 

recognition of the established uses on site that include a motel.  

 

6.115 The site takes access from Main North Road via a LILO arrangement. The 

site has a significant frontage to Prestons Road but currently takes no 

access from this frontage. 

 

6.116 From a traffic perspective the re-zoning of the site to reflect the existing 

motel use has no significant transport effects given the modest traffic 

generation from the activity and the form of access arrangement currently 

in operation. 
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6.117 Where a different activity permitted under the requested re-zoning is 

sought, such as retail, then traffic increases may be anticipated. However 

where the existing Main North Road LILO access arrangement is 

maintained, such development is unlikely to create adverse traffic effects.  

Opportunity for access onto Prestons Road also enables traffic effects from 

re-zoning to be managed. 

 

6.118 While the requested re-zoning does not align with the centres approach 

adopted within the CRPS,52 traffic effects are likely to be managed. I 

therefore support the submission from a transport perspective. 

 

Shirley  

 

6.119 Submission 866 seeks to re-zone the site from part residential suburban 

to Commercial Retail Park. The site is essentially an alternative access 

route connecting the existing Shirley neighbourhood shopping centre to 

Briggs Road.  

 

6.120 Resource consent for the access was granted in 2014 with the form of 

access subject to a consent condition that required a safety audit of the 

arrangement. The condition was offered on the basis of the road safety 

concerns expressed by Council. 53 

 

6.121 The safety audit process is currently underway and highlights several 

deficiencies in the access arrangement. The proposed re-zoning would 

remove the need for resource consent and thus the access may be 

established as of right and without the need for a safety audit. 

 

6.122 Given the safety concerns expressed by Council, I am of the view that the 

access arrangement should continue to be the subject of a safety audit 

process under the resource consent. I therefore do not recommend 

acceptance of the relief sought in submission 866. 

 

6.123 Submission 814 seeks to rezone residential land to Commercial Fringe to 

extend the existing Palms Mall KAC (planning map pRDP map25). The 

                                                                                                                                                              
52  CRPS 2013, Objective 6.2.5 – Key Activity and other centres. Page 52-  
53  Section 104/104b Report RMA92023756. 
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submission also seeks relief in respect of various amendments to 

objectives and policies of the Commercial Proposal which are more 

appropriately addressed in Mr Stevenson's evidence.  

 

6.124 A high-level traffic report has been provided in support of the submission54 

that looks at the potential traffic effects on the key intersection of Shirley 

Road/Marshland Road. The traffic report highlights the reduction in traffic 

flows along some key roads in the area following the red-zoning of land to 

the east of the site. The report concludes that the key intersection of 

Marshland Road/Shirley Road can accommodate any additional increase 

in traffic associated with the submission. 

 

6.125 In reaching my own conclusions on the potential traffic effects of 

development enabled by the requested rezoning I have reviewed historic 

traffic count data in the area and summarised this in Appendix G of my 

statement. From the traffic data I confirm that traffic levels have 

significantly dropped in the area. I have also referred to modelling that was 

conducted in 2010 in relation to resource consent for the Mall expansion 

(RMA92015315) as a back check on the scope for the key intersection of 

Marshland Road/Shirley Road to accommodate potential increases in 

demand associated with the requested re-zoning. 

 

6.126 My review of the modelling results, in the context of the subsequent 

decrease in traffic demand at the intersection, suggests that the 

intersection is capable of accommodating additional traffic associated with 

development enabled through the requested rezoning. 

 

6.127 Additional transport effects external to the site include the operation of the 

Mall access points. While intensification of use of the existing access 

points can create the potential for effects at such points, it is difficult to 

determine the scale of effects given the multiple vehicle access options 

available and consequent range of traffic distribution patterns that may 

eventuate.  I am however satisfied that there is scope through the resource 

consent process to assess the suitability of access points to the site such 

                                                                                                                                                              
54  The Palms Shopping  Centre Transport Comment re Proposed Commercial Fringe Zoning , Novogroup , 9 March 2015. 
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that their use can be assessed and managed such that integration with the 

surrounding strategic road network may be achieved. 

 

6.128 Other external traffic effects relate to the potential for staff parking to affect 

surrounding residential streets55 and impacts on the residential route to the 

north east of the site along Golf Links Road and Joy Street.     I am also of 

the view that the potential exists to mitigate these local effects at the 

resource consent stage. I therefore support the request to amend map 25. 

 

6.129 Submission 725 seeks to rezone land to the north of the existing Shirley 

neighbourhood centre from Residential Suburban to Commercial Retail 

Park. Access to the existing centre is taken from Marshlands Road via a 

signalled arrangement.  

  

6.130 Marshlands Road has a limited access status and plays a strategically 

important role in accommodating north-south movement patterns from the 

east of the city, and like Main North Road, offers a route option for people 

travelling to and from the north of the city. 

 

6.131 The intersection of Marshlands Road/QEII Drive is currently under 

pressure during peak times and as a consequence, significant queuing 

along the Marshlands Road northbound approach to the intersection is 

observed during the evening peak period.  

 

6.132 As highlighted in my paragraph 6.11 a recent resource consent enabled a 

second access onto Briggs Road to be established to serve the 

neighbourhood centre. The proposed access takes the form of a restricted 

movements priority arrangement and is currently the subject of a safety 

audit process as a condition of consent. The additional access was sought 

to provide better internal car park circulation. 

 

6.133 The extent of the area that is the subject of the request is significant in 

size, representing a doubling in size of the existing centre. The site would 

provide an extended  250 metre frontage along Marshlands Road and end 

                                                                                                                                                              
55  RMA92015315 (The Palms Shopping Centre) Transport comments on Consent Application March 2010. 
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just over 100m from the key intersection of QEII Drive (SH74) and 

Marshlands Road. 

 

6.134 Given the queuing along Marshlands Road, acceptance of the submission 

could result in safety and efficiency effects along Marshlands Road and its 

intersection with QEII Drive (SH74), should direct access to Marshland 

Road be sought.  

 

6.135 I therefore do not support the requested re-zoning. However if the Panel is 

minded to allow the request I recommend that a more modest sized re-

zoned area with a reduced frontage to Marshland Road would provide  

better integration in that such a reduced re-zoning would enable access to 

the site to be taken from the access points associated with the existing 

centre.  In addition a more modest sized re-zoned area would potentially 

result in a lower additional traffic demand on the internal car park area and 

the surrounding road, thus allowing the road network to operate more 

efficiently. 

 

Sydenham  

 

6.136 Submission 1181 seeks to re-zone a proportion of Industrial General land 

to Commercial Fringe. The land is located between Colombo Street, 

Brougham Street, Hawdon Street and Wordsworth Street. The majority of 

the area is identified as Commercial Core with about 20% of the area 

identified as Industrial General. 

 

6.137 The area is served with a good means of access to the arterial network via 

Hawdon Street, Buchan Street and Wordsworth Street with suitable access 

arrangements provided at their intersections with the arterial road network. 

 

6.138 The area is also within 200m of the Core Public Transport Route along 

Colombo Street. The various access options available to the site suggest 

that increased traffic generation arising from the re-zoning will have minor 

effects on the operation of the road network in the area. 
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6.139 Given the sites’ proximity to public transport services and the reasonable 

access provision to the arterial road network I support the submission from 

a transport perspective. 

 

6.140 Submission 1069 seeks to extend the Commercial Fringe at 264 Colombo 

Street and shown on pRDP planning map 39 to include land to the east 

within ownership of the submitter and currently zoned Residential Medium 

Density. 

 

6.141 A significant proportion of the site contains a Smith Mitre 10 store which 

was established under the current Business 4 zoning. To a large extent the 

requested zoning reflects the existing commercial activity and in that 

respect I am of the view that effects of any changes in traffic attraction 

associated with development enabled within a Commercial Fringe zone 

can be suitably addressed at resource consent stage. 

  

6.142 The additional land to the east and currently zoned residential medium 

density equates to an area of approximately 2000sqm.  Given the relatively 

modest size of this area I am of the view that development of the area 

under the requested commercial fringe zone would not generate strategic 

transport effects.  As such I am satisfied that any potential traffic effects 

are likely to be of a local nature that could be suitably addressed at 

resource consent stage. I therefore have no concerns about the 

submission from a transport perspective. 

 

Woolston 

 

6.143 Submission 775 seeks to re-zone land between Cumnor Terrace, Tanner 

Street and Garlands Road (SH74A) from Industrial General to Commercial 

Local. The submission seeks to give recognition to the current commercial 

uses that have been consented and currently occupy about half of the 

subject site. 

 

6.144 The existing Woolston Freight hub56 is located to the south of the subject 

site. Tanner Street and Cumnor Terrace form key links between the freight 

                                                                                                                                                              
56  Christchurch Transport Strategic Plan 2012-2042 – figure 5.4, page 29. 
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hub and the strategic freight route that includes Garlands Road (SH74A). 

The roads that link the freight hub to the strategic freight network carry 

significant proportions of freight traffic with up to 28% heavy vehicle 

movements on Cumnor Terrace during the morning peak period and up to 

22% heavy vehicle movements on Tanner Street during the evening peak 

period.57  

 

6.145 The surrounding area is therefore very much dominated by existing 

industrial activities.  With regard to the specific effects of the re-zoning I am 

aware that increases in on-street parking demand in the surrounding area 

has occurred which appears to have coincided with the growing retail 

activities establishing at the Tannery site since 2011.  

 

6.146 The requested re-zoning would enable approximately a doubling of 

commercial site area on the site. 58 Transport issues associated with the re-

zoning request relate to the need for adequate on-site parking and the 

impacts on the surrounding road network. 

 

6.147 I acknowledge that there is potential for conflict between commercial traffic 

and freight traffic and that such conflict can give rise to road safety effects. 

However I am of the view that such effects can be managed through 

adequate on-site parking and access provision that can be established at 

resource consent stage. I therefore recommend that the submission be 

accepted. 

 

 

 

Andrew Milne 

13 April 2015 

 

                                                                                                                                                              
57  Observed Traffic Flows March 2009 – Statement of Evidence of Andrew Milne on Behalf of Christchurch City Council 

Appendix D. 
58  Based on analysis of aerial imagery.  
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APPENDIX A: GUIDELINES FOR INTERSECTION CONTROL DIVICES IN URBAN 

AREAS 

 
 

 
 
Source : Austroads Guide to Traffic Management, Part 4: Network Management  
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APPENDIX B: 2014 MAIN NORTH ROAD SOUTHBOUND AVERAGE TRAFFIC 
VOLUMES  
 

 
 
Average weekday traffic volumes southbound on Main North Road 2014 
 
 



APPENDIX C: WATERMAN PLACE SIDRA ASSESSMENT RESULTS 
 
 

 
 
SIDRA Intersection (6 plus version) PM weekday capacity assessment of Waterman Place/Ferry Road using observed 2013 traffic flows 
 
 



APPENDIX D:  CAST TRAFFIC MODELLING REPORT – REZONING FOR LANGDONS 
ROAD 
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1 Executive Summary 

1.1 This report sets out the results of transport modelling conducted by Christchurch City 

Council’s Asset and Network Planning Unit to provide insight into the likely effects of the 

rezoning, the site at 48-84 Langdons Road from Industrial general to Commercial Retail 

Park with nearly 3.7 ha of retail and 1.0 ha of offices.  

1.2 The locations and scale of rezoning is illustrated in the following diagram:  

 

Figure 1.1 : Locations of Proposed Rezoning to RMD 

1.3 Traffic generation for the rezoning areas, at a sub-zone level has been estimated through 

the application of existing Business Retail Park known as the Northwood Supa centre in 

Belfast. 

1.4 Traffic modelling has been conducted using CCC’s Christchurch Assignment and 

Simulation Traffic (CAST) model. The traffic demands within the base model have been 

adjusted to reflect the estimated increase in traffic generation for each zone. 

1.5 Modelling has been conducted for the horizon year of 2031, for the PM peak hour. 

1.6 The modelling shows the proposed rezoning will increase traffic levels on Langdons Road 

especially on the eastern section that connects to Main North Road. Nearly 50% of 

outbound traffic travels to Main North Road which adds nearly 10 seconds average delay 

per vehicle for the corridor between Cranford Street and Sawyers Arm Road. A similar 

quantum of delay is imposed on vehicles at the Sawyers Arm Road and Langdons Road 

intersections with Main North Road.   

Proposed 
Site 

Northland 
Shopping 

Centre 

Consented 
Mitre 10 
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1.7 The modelling also indicates several local roads around the vicinity that will have nearly 

100 vph (two-way) additional traffic during peak. The analysis confirms a three-fold traffic 

increase on Sails Street which results into additional 10 sec avg delay per vehicle for the 

Sails St/Harewood Rd priority intersection. Furthermore, the modelling depicts over 85% 

traffic turning right into Harewood Road from Sails Street will incur additional delays of 

nearly 30 sec per vehicle. Whilst the analysis indicates moderate right turning delays for 

the approach, it is envisaged that these traffic conditions especially at the priority 

intersection, lead to accepting smaller traffic gaps which can ultimately reduce safety at 

intersection.  

1.8 A limited analysis was also carried out comparing the rezoning traffic impacts considering 

exclusion of NA, NAE & CSU. This analysis confirmed that the exclusion of NA, NAE & 

CSU results in relatively high traffic demand on Main North Road, Papanui Road and 

Cranford Street and also has comparatively less capacity available. Also, when compared 

with the proposed commercial retail park rezone, the analysis confirms that these traffic 

conditions on Main North Road lead to re-routing of over 12% traffic to and from the 

proposed rezone site, via Greers Road, Northcote Road and Harewood Road. Overall the 

analysis shows similar impact with NA, NAE & CSU especially on Main North Road and 

Papanui Road but with more congestion and increased traffic delays along Greers Road, 

Harewood Road and the nearby local residential roads.   

1.9 A sensitivity test is carried out to analyse the impact of signalisation of Langdons 

Rd/Greers Rd intersection, which indicates better accessibility through Greers Rd into 

Northcote Road and Sawyers Arm Road. However this signalisation will create a regular 

interruption to the Greers Road traffic which will result in nearly 15 sec avg additional 

traffic delays to all vehicles approaching the intersection from Langdons Road. Also, the 

signalisation shows a limited benefit for the traffic on Main North Road and Harewood 

Road.  
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2 Introduction 

2.1 This report sets out the results of transport modelling conducted by Christchurch City 

Council’s Asset and Network Planning Unit to provide insight into the likely effects of the 

rezoning, the site at 48-84 Langdons Road from Industrial general to Commercial Retail 

Park with nearly 3.7 ha of retail and 1.0 ha of offices.  

2.2 The locations and scale of rezoning is illustrated in the following diagram:  

 

Figure 2.1: Locations of Proposed Rezoning to RMD 

2.3 In responding to submission 810, CCC’s Asset and Network Planning (A&NP) Team have 

assisted with traffic modelling to identifying the likely traffic impacts of the potential 

rezoning. 

2.4 This report sets out the results of transport modelling to provide insight into the likely 

effects of the rezoning. Given the time and resources available for this analysis, the scope 

of this assessment does not extend to quantify the wider impacts of the proposed 

rezoning on wider transport mode choices (for example public transport, cycling and 

walking). Moreover, this assessment is principally concerned with the traffic impact of the 

rezoning during the 2031 evening peak hour (only) of traffic demand. The 2031 horizon 

year provides an intermediate year of assessment which also includes provision of 

Northern Arterial (NA), Northern Arterial Extension (NAE) and Cranford Street Upgrade 

(CSU).  

2.5 Limited analysis is also included comparing the rezoning traffic impacts considering 

inclusion and exclusion of the proposed NA, NAE and CSU.   
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2.6 Traffic generation for the rezoning areas, at a sub-zone level has been estimated through 

the application of existing Business Retail Park known as the Northwood Supa centre in 

Belfast. 

2.7 Traffic modelling has been conducted using CCC’s Christchurch Assignment and 

Simulation Traffic (CAST) model. The traffic demands within the base model have been 

adjusted to reflect the estimated increase in traffic generation for each zone associated 

with the rezoning. 

2.8 Modelling has been conducted for the horizon year of 2031, for the PM peak hour. 
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3 Modelling Methodology Overview 

3.1.1 Within the Christchurch modelling hierarchy, an initial estimate of travel demands and 

distribution (the pattern of trip making) for the modelled land-use and network scenarios 

is made using the strategic Christchurch Transport Model (CTM). The CTM is a land-use 

model, providing estimates of traffic generation based on input assumptions relating to 

dwellings, jobs and school role. 

3.1.2 The more detailed Christchurch Assignment and Simulation Traffic (CAST) Model is then 

typically used to assess the operation of the road network for different land-use and / or 

network scenarios. The Christchurch Model Hierarchy is illustrated within the following 

diagram. 

Figure 3.1: Christchurch Transport Modelling Hierarchy 
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3.1.3 The CAST model is implemented within SATURN software, the CTM developed in 

CUBE VOYAGER. The geographical extent of the models is the same. 

3.1.4 This study involves the modelling of rezoning existing industrial area to commercial retail 

park. As such, the base model distribution of the trips for the nearby commercial retail 

park (i.e. Northwood Mall) subject to potential rezoning is considered a reasonable basis 

for the distribution of trips under increased traffic generation. It was therefore agreed, 

and considered appropriate, at the Scoping Stage that the CAST model (alone) could be 

used at the basis of the assessment, with appropriate ‘trip-rates’ of zonal traffic 

generation (or ‘trip ends’) applied. 

3.1.5 In practice, on a regional basis, any urban intensification in existing ‘Brownfield’ 

commercial zones may be considered to lead to an approximately equal reduction in 

Greenfield commercial development elsewhere.  However, the purpose of this 

assessment is to understand the potential scale and extent of the localised traffic 

impacts in the vicinity of the development areas identified. Thus, the impact assessed 

under the methodology adopted is considered to err on the robust side as the potential 

reductions in traffic attributed to Greenfield development are not implicitly modelled in 

the do-something scenarios. However, it should be recognised that the scale of any such 

reductions, at any specific location would be small, assuming a pro-rata reduction in 

potential development at all zones with future commercial development assumed. For 

example, by 2031, the number of workers across the UDS area is anticipated to increase 

by around 64,200 to 277,300.1  This compares to a total theoretical increase in the 

number of workers under this assessment of around 350, or around less than 1% of the 

total growth in workers anticipated in the modelled area. 

3.1.6 As noted within the above diagram, CAST modelling uses a refined estimate of travel 

demands from the CTM, a more detailed transport network representation and more 

powerful simulation techniques to model the operation of the network for a given 

transport scenario. CAST includes full intersection simulation modelling and this is 

considered appropriate for the purposes of this transport assessment. 

3.1.7 The CAST model’s simulation capabilities, combined with the refined zonal and network 

resolution applied over the UDS area, provides a very powerful transport planning tool. It 

is detailed enough to model the effects of the potential localised increases in residential 

density, yet large enough to ensure network-wide effects are identified, embodying an 

integrated ‘one-network’ approach to transport appraisal. 

                                                
1
 Refer CAST v06 Model Update Report Appendix B:Updated Land Use and Development 

Assumptions, Table 3.1. 
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4 CAST Base, Do-Minimum and Do-Something Models  

4.1 Base Model 

4.1.1 The CAST base model is the ‘AAC Update’ version, an update completed in November 

2014 to the previous full CAST version 06 (v06) update.  Generic future year models are 

available for the short (2021), medium (2031) and long-term (2041) horizons. Readers 

should refer to the AAC Update and CAST v06 update documentation for assumptions 

adopted with regard to demographic inputs and future year network improvements. 

4.1.2 In addition to the future year models, forecasts are provided for 2006, 2010 and 

2011/13. The model was calibrated and validated to 2006 datasets and this is the base 

year from which future year forecasts are made. 

4.1.3 The CAST model is a highly calibrated model achieving excellent correlation with a 

series of turning counts undertaken in 2006. It has been validated against an 

independent set of link counts for both 2006 and 2010 and travel time data at 2006, and 

subject to Peer Review. Detail of the model calibration and validation, including post 

earthquake changes, are provided within the CAST Model Build: Model Calibration and 

Validation Report, October 2011. The following diagram illustrates the location of 

intersection turning counts in green, orange and red (to which the model has been 

calibrated) and link counts in blue (against which the model has been validated) for the 

area of Christchurch encompassing the potential RMD zone areas. 

 

Figure 4.1: Count Locations Used in 2006 CAST Base Model Calibration and Validation 

4.1.4 Whist it is not within the scope of this exercise to carry out a thorough level of validation 

for the rezone area; mainly due to the limited assessment time, the above data provides 

a level of confidence that the spread of intersection counts includes key intersections in 

each of the areas. 
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4.2 Do-Minimum Model 

4.2.1 The key focus of this assessment is on the effects of rezoning to commercial retail park, 

rather than changes to transport infrastructure. As such, following changes are made to 

the generic AAC Update: 

 The CAST model networks are those associated with refinements to the zone 

structure to more accurately model the effects of the location of rezoning. The 

refinement to the zone structure for the area is described within Section 5. 

 The 2031 CAST model network includes Northern Arterial (NA), Northern Arterial 

Extension and Cranford Street upgrade (NAE & CSU) and as part of the 

assessment, the impact of NA, NAE & CSU are assessed by developing a sub-

scenario network without NA, NAE & CSU projects.   

4.2.2 The refinement to the zone structure for the area is described within section 5. 

Comparison of the Do-Minimum model link flows and travel times to those of the generic 

AAC Update models confirm that the changes to the zone structure applied have no 

material effects on the forecast traffic volumes or network operation, in the base model, 

thus confirming that the validity of the base model is not compromised by the zone 

refinement. 
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5 Travel Demand Modelling 

5.1 Traffic Generation 

5.1.1 The estimated vehicle trip generation rate trip used in the CAST modelling to simulate 

the effects of Commercial Retail Centre establishing on the subject site was based on 

the vehicle trip rate recorded from the existing Business Retail Park known as the 

Northwood Supa centre in Belfast. The evening peak hour was identified as having the 

greatest network impact and used within the analysis.  Accordingly an evening peak 

hour vehicle trip rate of 3 trips per 100sqm GFA was used.  

5.1.2 This rate was applied to the potential developable area of the 11ha subject site.  The 

developable area was based on a plot ratio of 43% taken from the Northwood Supa 

Centre and equated to an area of 47,000sqm GFA.  

5.1.3 The submission seeks that 10,000sqm GFA office is included within the proposed 

Commercial Retail Park. Accordingly the extent of developable area used in the analysis 

has been calculated on the basis of : 

 37,000sqm GFA retail 

 10,000sqm GFA Office 

5.1.4 Thus the retail trip rate of 3 trips per 100sqm GFA was applied to the retail component of 

the requested zone change site to produce an evening peak hour vehicle trip generation 

of approximately 1,100 vehicles per hour (vph). 

5.1.5 An office trip rate of 2 trips per 100sqm GFA2 was applied to the office component to 

produce an estimated evening peak hour vehicle trip generation of 200 vph. 

5.1.6 The evening peak hour arrival and departure profile was based on the Northwood Supa 

centre site which produced 40% arrivals and 60% departures. Consequently the trip 

generation modelled for the requested re-zoning equates to about 520 vph arrivals and 

788 vph departures during the evening peak hour period. 

5.1.7 It was considered that the traffic distribution associated with the nearby Northlands 

shopping Mall as modelled by CAST represented a suitable basis for estimating the 

likely traffic distribution of the subject site. 

5.1.8 A back check of the retail trip rates based on published data indicate that peak hour 

vehicle trip rates of between 2.5 to 5 vph can be expected from large retail type sites 

using ITE3 trip generation handbook. Additionally trip rates associated with large retail 

types such as Warehouse, Briscos, Harvey Norman were identified within the NZTDB4 to 

produce trip rates of 4 trips per 100sqm GFA.  Subsequently it is concluded that the 3 

trips per 100sqm GFA used in this instance provides a suitable basis for the analysis.  

                                                
2
 Back checked against typical office trip rate of 2.5trip/100sqm GFA as specified in NZTA Research Report 453, 

Table 8.10, page 115 

3
 Institute of Transport Engineers (ITE) Trip Generation 8

th
 Edition 

4
 Trip Data Base Bureau version 2014-2015 
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5.2 Model Zone Adjustments 

5.2.1 The CAST model offers a significant refined zone system relative to the CTM, 

comprising approximately 1,400 zones compared to nearly 400 zones within the CTM. 

Figure 5.2 illustrates the default CAST zone structure within the study area, 

superimposed upon an aerial photograph.  

 

Figure 5.1: CAST model zone structure for the proposed site  

5.2.2 The default CAST model zone 2933 includes parts of residential and industrial areas 

however the proposed rezoning changes are proposed only to the one part of the 

industrial area (as highlighted in Figure 5.1). Therefore the CAST zone 2933 is sub-

divided to form the following four sub-areas - 

 The sub-area A1 (also renamed as zone 2933) as shown in Figure 5.2 represents 

residential areas in the zone. The trips for the sub-area A1 is calculated based on 

the CAST Disaggregation spreadsheet which defines a separate trip rate based on 

population and employment at meshblock and at the CAST zone level. The 

renamed zone is connected to Morrison Avenue between Langdons Road and 

Boyne Avenue; 

 A separate sub-area is formed for each of existing three industrial areas within the 

CAST zone, as shown in Figure 5.2, highlighted as  

 The A2 sub-area (i.e. new CAST zone 2934), which represents the proposed 

Key 

CAST Zone 

Proposed Site 

Sanitarium 

Site 

9999 
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commercial retail park zone and is allowed two access points on Langdons 

Road (as existing).  

 The A3 sub-area (i.e. new CAST zone 2935), which represents the site 2 – 11 

Langston Lane and is connected to Langdons Road between Morrison Avenue 

and Langston Lane.; and  

 The A4 sub-area (i.e. new CAST zone 2936), which represents the site 95 and 

97 Sawyers Arm Road and is connected to Sawyers Arm Road between 

Morrison Avenue and Lacebark Lane.  

 The separate trips are calculated for each of the industrial sub-areas based on the 

total employment trips for the original CAST Zone 2933, which is subsequently 

divided among the sub-areas based on the proportion of measured geographical 

areas for each industrial site.  

 

Figure 5.2: Shirley / Palms Sub-Areas and CAST Model Zone Relationship 

5.2.3 Furthermore, it is also noted that recently consent is granted for the Sanitarium Site (54 

Harewood Road – RMA92026872). The generic CAST model includes a single large 

zone (i.e. 3021) for the site (as shown in Figure 5.1), which comprises of residential 

areas along Sails St and the consented site.  

5.2.4 To reflect the effects of the consented site, the CAST zone 3021 is also sub-divided into 

two sub-areas to distinguish residential and the consented site.   

Key 

CAST Zone 

Sub-Area 

Split CAST 

Zone 

9999 

X1 

2933 
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5.2.5 The residential area trip rates are calculated using the CAST Disaggregation 

spreadsheet and for the consented site, the RMA Traffic Impact Assessment information 

is used.  

5.3 Model Demand Adjustments 

5.3.1 The increase in travel demands attributed to each sub-area have been calculated by 

prorating the theoretical increase based on the trip rates (as explained in Section Error! 

Reference source not found.) for the proposed rezoning to commercial retail park. For 

completeness, the resulting increases in travel demands associated with each Sub-Area 

and CAST zone are provided in the following table. 

Sub-Area CAST Zone From To

A1 2933 6 37

A2 2934 780 520

A3 2935 6 7

A4 2936 22 30

B1 3021 29 89

B2 3023 138 92

2031 PM Peak Trips

 

Table 5.1: CAST trip changes at Sub-Area Level 
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6 Modelling Outputs and Interpretation 

6.1 Overview 

6.1.1 The results of the modelling presented here are based on application of the CAST model 

to identify the likely operation of the road network for different scenarios in the PM peak 

hour.  The CAST model is able to be run as a single peak hour model, or as peak-period 

time-sliced models covering two-hour periods. The latter is of assistance in undertaking 

economic analysis, but does require model run times three times greater than the single 

peak-hour assignments.  As the scope of this assessment is focused on operational 

impacts, single peak hour modelling has been conducted. 

6.1.2 A series of model outputs within the Appendices provide graphical and tabulated 

information for each scenario modelled. These are used to check the sensibility of the 

modelling and to inform the assessment of modelled network performance, as follows: 

 Appendix A – Peak hour Volume Plots 

 Appendix B – Traffic Volume Difference Plots (Options vs. Do Min) 

 Appendix C - Link Delay and LoS Plots (Including Intersection Approaches) 

 Appendix D – Intersection Approach Maximum Turn Delay Plots 

 Appendix E – Link Travel Time Difference Plots (Options vs. Do Min) 

6.1.3 Readers should refer to the title of each plot to identify the scenario to which the outputs 

refer. The following explanatory notes regarding the plots are provided. 

6.1.4 We note that the majority of model outputs are provided for a windowed area of the 

CAST model that has been set to capture the main area of influence of the RMD zoning, 

whilst being sufficiently small to enable the model plots to be interpreted. The CAST 

model does, however, cover the whole of Greater Christchurch, such that analysis is not 

limited to the windowed area. 

Peak Hour Volume Plots 

6.1.5 The peak hour link traffic volume plots are illustrated on a directional basis. The volumes 

are illustrated as bandwidths (annotated with the volumes), with the widths (not the 

lengths) of the blue bands parallel with each link proportional to the traffic volume.  

Traffic Volume Difference Plots (Options vs. Do Min) 

6.1.6 The traffic volume difference plots are used to check the sensibility of the model results, 

to establish the ‘area of influence’ of the schemes modelled and to identify the relative 

differences (or impacts) between the scenarios compared. The plots indicate the 

difference in modelled traffic volumes between the different scenarios compared.  The 

information is shown as coloured bands with increases (as a result of the scheme 

modelled) being shown in red and reductions in green, on a directional basis. The widths 

(not the lengths) of the coloured bands adjacent to the links (or roads) are proportional 

to the change in traffic volumes and travel times modelled. 

Link Delay and LoS Plots 

6.1.7 The link delay plots provide an intermediate level of detail between simple intersection 

average delay plots and turn-delay plots. They illustrate link delays in seconds, which, in 
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the SATURN software, include the flow-weighted average delay for all turning 

movements on a given approach to an intersection. The link delays also include delays 

experienced on a link due to modelled traffic volumes resulting in lower than free-flow 

travel times (based on a family of speed-flow curves). Thus a particular intersection 

approach may be illustrated with a poor level of service (red or black) whilst the 

calculated average delay for all vehicles passing through the intersection may be 

modest. 

6.1.8 The link delay plots indicate average delays per vehicle on each approach to an 

intersection, with the width of the bands proportional to the delay. The colours of the 

bands relate to the average delay as noted in the key of each plot and this delay is 

related to Level of Service (LoS). LoS A to C is illustrated as relatively narrow green 

bands, D as orange, E as red and LoS F as the wide black bands. 

6.1.9 It should be noted that CAST uses a simplified LoS definition (as described within the 

CAST Model Calibration and Validation Report), in a similar manner to the RTA NSW 

LOS definitions.  These delay thresholds lye between the HCM2010 signalised and 

unsignalised intersection LoS delay thresholds and thereby closely reflect the SIDRA 

LOS thresholds for roundabouts: 

 LOS A to C (green) = 0 to 30 seconds delay 

 LOS D (orange) = 30-50 seconds delay 

 LOS E (red) = 50-70 seconds 

 LOS F (black) > 70 seconds 

Intersection Approach Maximum Turn Delay Plots 

6.1.10 The maximum turn delay plots provide supplementary information, identifying the 

maximum turning delay on any given approach to an intersection. Unlike the link 

(average) delays plots, they do not include any delay on the link approaching the 

intersection due to non-free-flow conditions on the link (i.e. they do not include delays 

simulated by the speed-flow curves on the link). Thus, for example, a heavily trafficked 

approach to traffic signals with multiple through-lanes may experience very low average 

approach (link) delays, but could include very high delays for relatively few right-turning 

movements.  As such, the plots provide a ‘check’ of the worst turning delay simulated on 

any given approach.  The significance of the delays needs to be considered in the 

context of the traffic volumes attempting to make the turning manoeuvre.  A high right-

turning delay for a signal-controlled turning movement with a very low demand may be 

considered an acceptable compromise in preserving overall network efficiency. 

Conversely, a high delay for even a moderate number of users on a give-way approach 

to an intersection may be considered a potential safety concern.    

Link Travel Time Difference Plots (Options vs. Do Min) 

6.1.11 In a similar manner to the traffic volume difference plots, the travel time difference plots 

are used to check the sensibility of the model results, to establish the ‘area of influence’ 

of the schemes modelled and to identify the relative differences (or impacts) between the 

scenarios compared. The plots indicate the difference in modelled link travel times 

between the different scenarios compared.  The information is shown as coloured bands 

with increases (as a result of the scheme modelled) being shown in red and reductions 
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in green, on a directional basis. The widths (not the lengths) of the coloured bands 

adjacent to the links (or roads) are proportional to the change in travel times modelled. 

The plots are perhaps the best single ‘picture’ of the effects on network efficiency of one 

scenario (for example, ‘with the scheme’) compared to another (for example, the ‘do-

minimum’ scenario).  By definition, the ‘travel time’ differences illustrated may equally be 

described as ‘delay’ differences (the free-flow component of travel time remaining the 

same in either scenario). 

6.1.12 We note that the modelling conducted here for the year 2041 includes considerable 

general traffic growth compared to 2011 (around 29% in the PM peak hour), resulting in 

significant congestion on many parts of the traffic network, particularly in the PM peak 

hour. The modelling implicitly involves an iterative process in which traffic volumes (light 

and heavy vehicles) are assigned to their optimum route (in terms of time and distance) 

between each origin and destination zone (around 4 million origin-destination pairs in all, 

each with a myriad of potential routes). The assigned traffic volumes through each road 

and intersection are then simulated to calculate travel times for each link and turning 

movement. The assignment process is then repeated, based on the new, updated 

optimum routes based on the simulated travel times. This process is repeated until there 

are acceptably small differences between traffic volumes on successive assignment / 

simulation loops. The problem is that very small changes in traffic volumes between the 

loops can lead to relatively large changes in simulated travel times, particularly where 

changes in queues blocking back from one intersection to another occur in heavily 

congested conditions. Whilst the traffic volumes themselves are highly converged 

(stable), and therefore readily comparable between scenarios, on occasion, modelled 

travel times on specific links can vary between scenarios as a consequence of model 

convergence issues in heavily congested conditions. Generally, this does not affect the 

immediate study area, but there are some anomalies on the wider network in comparing 

link travel times, where chronic congestion is modelled in future years. 
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6.2 Rezoning Trip Changes 

6.2.1 The following plot provides an indication of the location and relative magnitude of the 

changes to the zonal traffic generation (or trip-ends) between Do Minimum and Do 

Something. The changes to trip-origin are shown in green and trip-ends are shown in 

pink.  

 

Figure 6.1: Changes in Zonal Trip Ends, 2031 PM Peak Hour 

6.2.2 The above plot confirms that the relative scale and magnitude of modelled trip-end and 

trip-origin changes are concentrated mainly on the proposed site. It also shows the 

dispersed nature of the trip-end changes outside the proposal is fractional (i.e. less 

than 5 trips).  

6.3 2031 Do-Minimum Model with Northern Arterial  

6.3.1 The various model outputs for the do-minimum 2031 models are included in order to 

provide a reference point of conditions against which the Do-something (with re-zoning) 

network conditions may be compared. 

6.3.2 The following diagram illustrates the modelled evening peak hour traffic volumes in 2031 

with Northern Arterial. 
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Figure 6.2: PM peak hour, 2031 Do-Minimum Network with Northern Arterial 

6.3.3 The NA, NAE & CSU are predicted to attract nearly 4,000 vph (both directions) where 

as the QE II Drive and Northcote Road are forecasted to carry over 3,000 vph (both 

directions) and are the busiest arterial routes in the vicinity of the proposal. The other 

busy arterial routes which carry over 2,000 vph (both directions) include Main North 

Road, Papanui Road and Greers Road. The plot also confirms a section of Langdons 

Road between Chapel Street and Main North Road has nearly double peak hour traffic 

(i.e. over 600 vph both directions) when compared with the rest of Langdons Road (i.e. 

less than 300 vph both directions). It is also evident from the plot that except Chapel St 

all residential streets between Langdons Road and Harewood Road have less than 100 

vph both directions during the peak.   

6.3.4 In terms of overall network performance the following plots illustrate, for the PM peak 

hour, the modelled delays at 2031 with Northern Arterial, colour-coded by CAST LoS 

(refer Section 6.1.9, for definitions). 
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Figure 6.3: Link Delays and LoS, 2031 Do-Minimum with NA, PM Peak Hour 

6.3.5 The above plot illustrates few locations of modelled high delays (>70s, LoS F, black 

bands) in the PM peak hour, typically on approaches to intersections, however, the very 

high delays on the Reynolds Ave, Vagues Road, Northfield Road, Cavendish Road and 

Fenchurch Street approaches are largely attributed to the relatively small right-turning 

manoeuvres.  

6.3.6 The intersection delay plots of Appendix C and D indicate a number of capacity issues 

on the approaches to Main North Road, Northcote Road and CSU. A northbound section 

of Main North Road between Cranford Street and Sawyers Arm Road operate over 80% 

of its capacity during peak hour, which result in increased delays not only for Main North 

Road but also for all connecting side roads.  

6.3.7 Both Langdons Road and Sawyers Arm Road intersections with Main North Road are 

signalised controlled and have relatively high green time for the Main North Road traffic 

which result in nearly 50 to 60 sec avg delays for both approaches. The plot also 

confirms 

 the Main North Road/Cranford Street signalised intersection has all approaches 

operating with over 40 sec avg delay; 

 the Northcote Rd approach and the Main North Road south approach at the Main 

North Road/QE II Drive intersection have over 50 sec avg delay; 

 the Greers Rd approach at the Greers Rd/Northcote Rd intersection has over 40 

sec avg delay; and  

 Except the Harewood Road/Main North Road intersection, all intersections along 

Harewood Road operate with less than 30 sec avg delays.  

6.4 2031 Do-Minimum Model without Northern Arterial  

6.4.1 The following diagram illustrates the modelled evening peak hour traffic volumes in 2031 

without Northern Arterial. 
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Figure 6.4: PM peak hour, 2031 Do-Minimum Network without Northern Arterial 

6.4.2 Whilst the peak hour traffic volume plot without NA shows a similar traffic trend that is 

explained in section 6.3.3, it has a relatively busy road network especially Main North 

Road and Cranford Street. The plot illustrates sections of Main North Road, QE II Drive 

and Northcote Road is forecasted to carry over 3,000 vph (both directions) and is the 

busiest arterial routes in the vicinity of the proposal. The other busy arterial routes 

which carry over 2,000 vph (both directions) include Cranford Street, Papanui Road 

and Greers Road. The plot also confirms that Langdons Road carries nearly 500 vph 

(both directions) during evening peak. It is also evident from the plot that except Chapel 

St all residential streets between Langdons Road and Harewood Road have less than 

100 vph both directions during the peak.   

6.4.3 In terms of overall network performance the following plots illustrate, for the PM peak 

hour, the modelled delays at 2031 without Northern Arterial, colour-coded by CAST 

LoS definitions. 
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Figure 6.5: Link Delays and LoS, 2031 Do-Minimum without NA, PM Peak Hour 

6.4.4 The above plot illustrates a similar traffic trend that is explained for the peak hour with 

NA however due to increase traffic, the plot shows increased delays especially on 

approaches connecting to the major arterial routes. The plot illustrates over 70 sec avg 

delays on the Reynolds Ave, Vagues Road, Northfield Road, Cavendish Road and 

Fenchurch Street approaches, which are largely attributed to the busy arterial routes and 

relatively small turning manoeuvres from the connecting roads.  

6.4.5 The intersection delay plots of Appendix C and D indicate a number of capacity issues 

on approaches to Main North Road, Northcote Road and CSU. Similar to the Do 

Minimum with NA network analysis, a northbound section of Main North Road between 

Cranford St and Langdons Road operate over 90% of its capacity, which ultimately 

results in high turning delays for the connecting roads.  

6.4.6 The other highlighted areas in the plot are 

 The Main North Road/Cranford Street signalised intersection has all approaches 

operating with LoS D to E; 

 The Northcote Rd approach and the Main North Road south approach at the Main 

North Road/QE II Drive intersection have over 60 sec avg delay; and 

 The Greers Rd approach at the Greers Rd/Northcote Rd intersection has over 50 

sec avg delay. 

 All approaches from the side roads, connecting Main North Road, Papanui Road, 

Northcote Road, QE II Drive and Greers Road (in the vicinity of the proposal) have 

over 40 sec avg delay.  

6.5 Trip Distribution 

6.5.1 As explained in the Trip Generation (Section 5.1), the distribution of traffic associated 

with the proposed site is based on that of the Northwood Mall (CAST zone 3033). The 

following figures illustrate the distribution of traffic from the proposal considering with and 
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without NA, NAE & CSU.   

 

Figure 6.6: Outbound trip distribution through proposal, 2031 PM Peak with NA 

 

Figure 6.7: Outbound trip distribution through proposal, 2031 PM peak without NA 

6.5.2 The above diagrams indicate a widespread and ‘sensible’ distribution (and model 

assignment) of trips from the proposal, with the resulting approximate distribution of trips 

noted within the following table.  
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Table 6.1 : Trip Distribution Summary 

with NA without NA

Sisson Dr to Sawyers Arm Rd to MNR 18% 14%

Sisson Dr to Sawyers Arm Rd to Cavendish Rd 4% 6%

MNR left to North 8% 4%

MNR right towards City via Papanui Rd 14% 13%

MNR Straight through local road 7% 6%

Chapel St to south via local roads 11% 10%

Sails St right into Harewood 15% 15%

Morrison Av to Sawyers Arm Rd 3% 10%

Greers Rd to Harewood Rd 10% 14%

Greers Rd right to Sawyers Arm Rd 8% 8%

Total 100% 100%

The proposal outbound PM 

PeakRoute Choices

 

6.5.3 It is also evident that both scenario (i.e. with and without NA) show a similar trip 

distribution for the proposal with relatively small variation especially through Morrison 

Ave and Sawyers Arm Road route. Also, the inclusion of NA allows more capacity and 

facilitates nearly 12% additional traffic through the Main North Road corridor.  

6.5.4 For the NA scenario, the modelling confirms nearly 50% of outbound traffic travels to 

Main North Road either through Sisson Dr or from Langdons Rd/Main North Rd 

intersection. The remaining 50% outbound traffic from the proposal either travels through 

Sails St then to Harewood Road or through the Greers Road route.  

6.5.5 Similarly, for the without NA scenario, the modelling shows nearly 40% of outbound 

traffic travels to Main North Road either through Sisson Dr or from Langdons Rd/Main 

North Rd intersection, over 35% of outbound traffic travels to Northcote Road via Greers 

Road and Sawyers Arm Road routes and the remaining 25% outbound traffic travels to 

Harewood Road mainly through Sails St and Chapel St route.  

6.6 2031 Do-Something Modelling (with NA)  with rezoning 

Traffic Changes 

6.6.1 The following diagram illustrates the changes in modelled evening peak hour traffic 

volumes relative to the Do-minimum scenario in 2031. 
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Figure 6.8: Change in evening peak hour Traffic Volumes due to re-zoning, 2031 with NA 

6.6.2 The above plot illustrates the change in evening peak hour traffic volumes due to 

proposed rezoning. The plot shows that the additional traffic attracted to and from the 

site results in traffic changes that are widely spread over the network. The plot confirms 

over 200 vph (both directions) traffic increases on immediate areas of the rezoning, 

especially on Langdons Road, Harewood Road and Sails Street.  

6.6.3 Whilst the proposal has been modelled with two access points from Langdons Road, the 

modelling indicates the eastern side of Langdons Road carries significant traffic when 

compared to the western side. This is mainly because the eastern end of Langdons 

Road has a signalised intersection with Main North Road, which allows better 

accessibility when compared against the priority control provision on the Greers Road 

(i.e. on western end).  

6.6.4 The modelling shows that there is a three-fold increase in peak hour traffic (two-way) 

along the local residential Sails Street when compared with base scenario.  

6.6.5 Sisson Drive and Morrison Ave both provide an access to Sawyers Arm Road from 

Langdons Road and experience over 100 vph (both directions) traffic increase during the 

evening peak hour.  

6.6.6 Other local routes such as the Mary St, Grants Rd, Rayburn Ave, Paparoa St, Tomes Rd 

and Rutland St local corridor (The Mary St-Grants Rd corridor), highlighted in blue in 

Figure 6.8, shows nearly a two-fold increase in peak hour traffic. The modelling predicts 

between 60 and 100 vph traffic increase on the route mainly associated with the 

southbound movements. The trip distribution (shown in Figure 6.6) also confirms that the 

Mary St-Grants Rd corridor allows nearly 7% of outbound traffic from the proposal.  

6.6.7 The plot shows a small (i.e. less than 40 vph) traffic increase along several residential 

streets at south of Harewood Road such as Harris Crescent, Matsons Ave, Windmere 

Road and Condell Ave.  
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Travel Time Changes 

6.6.8 The following diagram illustrates the changes in modelled travel time relative to the base 

scenario in 2031 during evening peak.  

 

Figure 6.9: Change in Link Travel Times due to proposed rezoning 

6.6.9 From the above plot, it can be seen that the modelled effects of travel time between 

options are spread over the network. The Vagues Road approach and the Main North 

Road south approach at the Main North Road/Vagues Road priority intersection, are 

predicted to experience over 25 sec and 10 sec travel time increase respectively. This is 

mainly associated with traffic increase on Main North Road which results in increased 

saturated capacity which ultimately reduces turning opportunities for the connecting side 

roads. Further investigation also confirms that the northbound section of Main North 

Road between Cranford St and Sawyers Arm Road operates over 95% of its capacity 

which results in increased travel time for the Main North Road traffic.  

6.6.10 The increased traffic along Langdons Road results in increased travel time for both 

Langdons Road approaches at Main North Road and Greers Road. The Langdons 

Road/Main North Road is a signalised intersection with relatively high green time 

provided for the Main North Road traffic. A quick analysis is also carried out using the 

SATURN’s signal optimisation options, which suggest the modelled signal time for the 

intersection provides the minimum delays for all approaches. Therefore, the proposal will 

ultimately result in over 10 seconds additional travel time for Langdons Road approach 

during the peak. Similarly, the Langdons Road approach at the Greers Road priority 

intersection also shows nearly 10 seconds increase travel time. The plot also confirms 

increased traffic on Greers Road and Langdons Road also result in increased travel time 

for the Reynolds Ave approach at the Reynolds Ave/Greers Rd intersection. 

6.6.11 The modelling shows significant (i.e. three-fold) traffic increases on Sails Street which 

increase overall travel time for the Sails Street/Harewood Road priority intersection. The 

analysis also confirms that over 85% (i.e. over 180 vph) of the intersection traffic turns 
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right into the Harewood Road, which has nearly 30 seconds average delays.  

6.7 2031 Do-Something Modelling (without NA)  with rezoning 

Traffic Changes 

6.7.1 The following diagram illustrates the changes in modelled evening peak hour traffic 

volumes relative to the Do-minimum scenario in 2031. 

 

Figure 6.10: Changes in PM peak hour Traffic Volumes due to re-zoning, 2031 without NA 

6.7.2 The above plot illustrates a similar change in traffic volume trend that is explained with 

NA (in Section 6.6.2 - 6.6.7) with following key variations –  

 It is evident from modelling output that both Main North Road and Papanui Road 

carry relatively high traffic when compared to the road network with NA and show 

slightly less capacity available to accommodate any additional traffic from the 

propose Commercial Retail Park zone. This is confirmed from above plot which 

shows relatively less traffic changes along Main North Road. The modelling also 

indicates this traffic condition on Main North Road results in re-routing of nearly 100 

vph (both directions) through the eastern and southern access points via Greers 

Road, Northcote Road and Harewood Road.   

 Chapel Street showed a nearly two-fold (both directions) traffic increased mainly 

allowing access to Papanui Road and Greers Road via Harewood Road.  

 A small (nearly 30 vph) increased in traffic on Greers Road northbound and 

Northcote Road to QE II Drive and on the residential streets at south of Harewood 

Road.  

Travel Time Changes 

6.7.3 The following diagram illustrates the changes in modelled travel time relative to the base 

scenario in 2031 during evening peak.  
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Figure 6.11: Change in Link Travel Times due to proposed rezoning 

6.7.4 It is evident from the analysis that the exclusion of NA, NAE & CSU results in relatively 

busy road network especially sections of Main North Road, Papanui Road and Cranford 

Street. Whilst Figure 6.10 shows relatively small traffic changes along Main North Road, 

the above plot confirms a similar travel time increases along Main North Road, Northcote 

Road and Papanui Road as explained in Section 6.7.2.  

6.7.5 The increased traffic along the western and southern end of the proposed rezoning 

(compared to the road network scenario with NA) results in travel time increases along 

Greers Road, Northcote Road and Sawyers Arm Road intersections with local road 

connections (as shown in Figure 6.11, highlighted in blue). The plot confirms Greers 

Road corridor between Northcote Road and Harewood Road experience nearly 10 sec 

avg delays for through traffic and over 15 sec increase delay for all connecting roads 

(including Langdons Road).  

6.7.6 Whilst the Hoani St approach at the Greers Road intersection shows nearly 60 sec avg 

delay increase, a further investigation confirms this is mainly attributed to the relatively 

small right turning manoeuvres (i.e. 5 vph) from the Hoani St.  

6.7.7 The plot also shows Harewood Road west approach and both Greers Road approaches 

at the Greers Road/Harewood Road intersection will have nearly 10 seconds additional 

travel time due to the proposal.  

6.7.8 Both Sails St and Wilmot St intersections with Harewood Road also experience over 10 

sec additional avg traffic delays per vehicle.   
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6.8 Sensitivity Test for signalisation of the Langdons Road/Greers Road intersection 

6.8.1 A sensitivity test is carried out for signalisation of the Langdons Road/Greers Road 

intersection. As shown a simple two phase signal is proposed at the intersection with 

left in/left out treatment for the Reynolds Ave/Greers Road intersection, and is tested 

only for the scenario with inclusion of NA. It is also envisaged that cross-arm signalised 

arrangement (although it is not currently modelled) would require property purchase 

and road re-alignment.  

 

Figure 6.12 : CAST snapshot of proposed intersection changes 

6.8.2 The following diagram illustrates changes in modelled evening peak hour traffic 

volumes relative to the Do-minimum scenario in 2031. 

 

Figure 6.13: Change in evening peak hour Traffic Volumes due to re-zoning, 2031 with NA 
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6.8.3 The above plot illustrates a similar change in traffic volume trend that is explained with 

NA (in Section 6.6.2 - 6.6.7) with following variations –  

 A signalised intersection facilitates better access to Greers Road and connection to 

Northcote Road and Sawyers Arm Road than a connection through Sission Drive, 

Nyoli St and/or Vagues Road. This is confirmed in Figure 6.13, which shows nearly 

50 vph both direction traffic shifts between these corridors.  

 Both Chapel St and Sails St experience over 50 vph additional (both directions) 

traffic connecting to Papanui Road and Greers Road corridor either via Harewood 

Road or through Harris Crescent and Condell Ave local routes.  

 The plot also shows a small traffic increase (nearly 50 vph) on Wilmont St and 

Hoani St local residential streets.   

6.8.4 The following diagram illustrates changes in modelled travel time relative to the base 

scenario in 2031 during evening peak.  

 

Figure 6.14: Change in Link Travel Times due to proposed rezoning  

6.8.5 From the above plot, it can be seen that the modelled effects of travel time with and 

without signalisation at Langdons Road/Greers Road are nearly same except at the 

proposed signalised intersection (highlighted in blue, in Figure 6.14). The proposed 

signalised intersection will create a regular interruption to the Greers Road traffic which 

will result in over 15 sec avg additional travel time through the intersection.  
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7 CAST Modelling Summary 

7.1 Based on the commentary provided within the previous two Chapters, the following key 

points are noted: 

1. Based on the information provided a Commercial Retail Park with nearly 3.7 ha of 

retail and 1.0 ha of offices is considered as part of the proposed rezoning of 

Industrial General Area on 48 – 84 Langdons Road.  

2. The total traffic generation attributed to the proposed rezoning to commercial retail 

park is around +1,300 vehicle trips in the PM peak hour.   

3. Modelling has been undertaken on a simplified assumption, as such, the base 

model distribution of the trips for the nearby commercial retail park (i.e. Northwood 

Mall) is considered as a reasonable basis for the distribution of trips. This is 

considered a reasonable assumption for the focus of this assessment, particularly 

given the scope and timeframe under which the analysis is required. 

4. The modelling shows the proposed rezoning will increase traffic levels on Langdons 

Road especially on the eastern section that connects to Main North Road. Nearly 

50% of outbound traffic travels to Main North Road which adds nearly 10 seconds 

average delay per vehicle for the corridor between Cranford Street and Sawyers 

Arm Road. A similar quantum of delay is imposed on vehicles at the Sawyers Arm 

Road and Langdons Road intersections with Main North Road.  The level of service 

at both of these intersections still appears to be acceptable with the increase 

however.   

5. The modelling also indicates several local roads around the vicinity that will have 

nearly 100 vph (two-way) additional traffic during peak. While this is considered to 

be a small in the absolute terms, the relative increase is likely to be noticeable 

given the local street context. The analysis confirms a three-fold traffic increase on 

Sails Street (to over 400vph, which is considered to be high for a local road) which 

results into additional 10 sec avg delay per vehicle for the Sails St/Harewood Rd 

priority intersection. Furthermore, the modelling depicts over 85% traffic turning 

right into Harewood Road from Sails Street will incur additional delays of nearly 30 

sec per vehicle. Whilst the analysis indicates moderate right turning delays for the 

approach, it is envisaged that these traffic conditions especially at the priority 

intersection, lead to accepting smaller traffic gaps which can ultimately reduce 

safety at intersection.  

6. A limited analysis was also carried out comparing the rezoning traffic impacts 

considering exclusion of NA, NAE & CSU. This analysis confirmed that the 

exclusion of NA, NAE & CSU results in relatively high traffic demand on Main North 

Road, Papanui Road and Cranford Street and also has comparatively less capacity 

available. Also, when compared with the proposed commercial retail park rezone, 

the analysis confirms that these traffic conditions on Main North Road lead to re-

routing of over 12% traffic to and from the proposed rezone site, via Greers Road, 

Northcote Road and Harewood Road. Overall the analysis shows similar impact 

with NA, NAE & CSU especially on Main North Road and Papanui Road but with 

more congestion and increased traffic delays along Greers Road, Harewood Road 
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and the nearby local residential roads.   

7. A sensitivity test is carried out to analyse the impact of signalisation of Langdons 

Rd/Greers Rd intersection, which indicates better accessibility through Greers Rd 

into Northcote Road and Sawyers Arm Road and addresses safety by improving 

LoS to an acceptable level on the Langdons Road approach. However this 

signalisation will create a regular interruption to the Greers Road traffic which will 

result in nearly 15 sec avg additional traffic delays to all vehicles approaching the 

intersection from Langdons Road. Also, the signalisation shows a limited benefit for 

the traffic on Main North Road and Harewood Road.  
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Appendix A – Peak Hour 

Traffic Volumes 
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Notes  

 PM peak Hour is 16:30 to 17:30; 

 Traffic volumes are directional, in vehicles per hour.  
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2031 DO Nothing with Northern Arterial  

 

2031 Do Nothing without Northern Arterial 
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2031 Do Something with Northern Arterial 

 

2031 Do Something without Northern Arterial 

 

2031 Do Something (with Sensitivity Analysis)  
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Appendix B – Traffic 

Volume Differences 

(Options vs. Do Min) 
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Notes  

 PM peak Hour is 16:30 to 17:30; 

 Traffic volumes are directional, in vehicles per hour.  

 Only differences greater than 20 vehicles are illustrated.  

 Increases due to propose rezoning illustrated in red; and 

 Decreases due to propose rezoning illustrated in green.  
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2031 with Northern Arterial 

 

2031 without Northern Arterial 

 

2031 with Northern Arterial (Sensitivity Test) 
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Appendix C – Link 

Delays and LoS 
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Notes  

 PM peak Hour is 16:30 to 17:30; 

 Traffic delays are directional, in seconds per vehicle.  

 LOS A to C (green) = 0 to 30 seconds delay 

 LOS D (orange) = 30-50 seconds delay 

 LOS E (red) = 50-70 seconds 

 LOS F (black) > 70 seconds 
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2031 Do Nothing with Northern Arterial 

 
 
2031 Do Nothing without Northern Arterial 
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2031 Do Something with Northern Arterial 

 
2031 Do Something without Northern Arterial 

 
2031 Do Something (Sensitivity Test) with Northern Arterial 
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Appendix D – 

Intersection Approach 

Maximum Turn Delays  
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Notes  

 PM peak Hour is 16:30 to 17:30; 

 Traffic delays are directional, in seconds per vehicle.  

 LOS A to C (green) = 0 to 30 seconds delay 

 LOS D (orange) = 30-50 seconds delay 

 LOS E (red) = 50-70 seconds 

 LOS F (black) > 70 seconds 
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2031 Do Nothing with Northern Arterial 

 
 
2031 Do Nothing without Northern Arterial 
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2031 Do Something with Northern Arterial 

 
2031 Do Something without Northern Arterial 

 
2031 Do Something (Sensitivity Test) with Northern Arterial 
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Appendix E – Link Travel 

Time Differences 

(Options vs. Do Min) 
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Notes  

 PM peak Hour is 16:30 to 17:30; 

 Travel times are directional, in seconds per PCU.  

 Only differences greater than 4 sec are illustrated.  

 Increases due to propose rezoning illustrated in red; and 

 Decreases due to propose rezoning illustrated in green.  
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2031 with Northern Arterial 

 
2031 without Northern Arterial 

 
2031 with Northern Arterial (Sensitivity Test) 
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APPENDIX E:  OPERATING GAP – INTERSECTION OF MAIN NORTH 
ROAD/NORTHCOTE ROAD/QEII DRIVE 
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APPENDIX F:  CAST OUTPUTS FOR 171 MAIN NORTH ROAD 
 



 1 

Christchurch City Council 
City Environment Group 

Transport Network Planning 

 

Memorandum 
 
Date: 10 April 2015 
 
From: Nilesh Redekar  

 
To: Andrew Milne  
  
Re:  Foodstuff Rezoning Traffic Assessment – Draft modelling memo 
 

 Traffic modelling has been conducted using CCC’s Christchurch Assignment 
and Simulation Traffic (CAST) model to provide an initial analysis on the 
likely traffic impact of the proposed Foodstuff site development. The traffic 
demands within the base model have been adjusted to reflect the estimated 
increase in traffic generation for each zone.  

 

 Traffic generation for the rezoning areas, at a sub-zone level has been 
estimated through the technical note provided by the Abley Transportation 
Consultants for the Foodstuffs Rezoning Assessment (Papanui) – CCC 
Replacement District Plan. The technical note presents two scenarios for the 
rezoning which estimate around 558 and 934 total trips during the evening 
peak hour, out of which it is assumed that 20% of total trips are expected to 
be a pass-by trips. Therefore, two scenarios (as shown in Table 1) with 450 
and 750 total trips are assessed in the modelling. Furthermore, a quick search 
in the trip-database confirms that all four sites with commercial core mix 
activity within NZ have a 50% split in and out from the proposal.  

 
Table 1 – Summary of Trips for Scenario1 and Scenario 2 

 

In Out Total

Scenario 1 225 225 450

Scenario 2 375 375 750  
 

 The modelling has been conducted for the horizon year of 2031, for the PM 
peak hour only.  

 

 A series of model outputs within the Appendices provide graphical and 
tabulated information for each scenario. Please refer the title of each plot to 
identify the scenario to which the outputs refer.  

 

 The CAST model shows a sensible trip distribution which highlights the 
northbound and eastbound trips from the proposal use Main North Road 
access to connect with QE II Drive, Northern Arterial (NA) and Main North 
Road; similarly, the westbound trips prefer a Northcote Road access to 
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connect with Greers Road and Sawyers Arm Road. The Northcote Road 
access is also preferred for a significant proportion of southbound trips which 
connect to Main North Road via Vagues Road and Sawyers Arm Road.  

 

 The analysis also confirms the Main North Road/QE II Drive intersection 
operates with over 50 sec avg delays per veh for all approaches and has over 60 
meter average queues on Main North Road approach at the Base Scenario 
during peak hour.  

 

 The modelling shows that the effects on the modelled peak hour traffic 
volume of the proposed rezoning is localised. Scenario 01 shows the maximum 
of 40 to 70 vph traffic increases on sections of Northcote Road and Main 
North Road where as Scenario 02 shows up between 50 and 100 vph traffic 
increase on sections of Northcote Road, Greers Road, Sawyers Arm Road, 
Main North Road, Vagues Road and QE II Drive. Whilst both scenarios show 
a negligible (less than 5 sec) travel time increase on the surrounding network, 
the analysis depicts noticeable travel time increases at the following locations: 

o the site connections with Northcote Rd and Main North Rd (over 500 
sec per veh under both scenarios); 

o Vagues Road approach at the Main North Rd intersection (nearly 15 
sec per veh under both scenarios);  

o Main North Road south approaches at its intersections with Vagues 
Rd and Cranford St (around 5 sec per veh under scenario 2);  

o Greers Road approach at Northcote Rd intersection (around 5 sec per 
veh under scenario 2).  

 

 A limited analysis was also carried out comparing the rezoning traffic impacts 
without NA, NAE & CSU. This analysis confirmed:  

o The exclusion of NA, NAE & CSU results in comparatively high traffic 
demand especially on Main North Road, Northcote Road, QE II Drive 
and Cranford Street. Furthermore, the traffic change trend due to the 
proposed rezoning is similar as analysed with NA, NAE & CSU.  

o A similar travel time change pattern with more delays on the road 
network especially on both site connections on Main North Rd and 
Northcote Rd and on Vagues Road approach at the Main North Road 
intersection.   
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APPENDIX 01: Traffic Volume Differences (Option Vs Do Minimum) 
 
Notes –  

 PM peak hour is 16:30 to 17:30; 

 Traffic volumes are directional, in veh per hour; 

 Only difference greater than 20 veh are illustrated; 

 Increase due to the proposed rezoning is illustrated in red; and  

 Decrease due to the proposed rezoning is illustrated in green. ; 
 

 
Figure 1: Traffic volume Difference for SCENARIO 1 – 2031 with Northern Arterial  

 
 

 
Figure 2 : Traffic volume Difference for SCENARIO 1 – 2031 without Northern Arterial 
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Figure 3: Traffic volume Difference for SCENARIO 2 – 2031 with Northern Arterial  

 
 
 

 
Figure 4: Traffic volume Difference for SCENARIO 2 – 2031 without Northern Arterial  
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APPENDIX 02: Travel Time Differences (Option Vs Do Minimum) 
 
Notes –  

 PM peak hour is 16:30 to 17:30; 

 Travel times are directional, in sec per PCU; 

 Only difference greater than 4 sec are illustrated; 

 Increase due to the proposed rezoning is illustrated in red; and  

 Decrease due to the proposed rezoning is illustrated in green. ; 
 
 

 
Figure 5 : Travel Time Difference for SCENARIO 1- 2031 with Northern Arterial 

 

 
Figure 6 : Travel Time Difference for SCENARIO 1 – 2031 without Northern Arterial  
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Figure 7 : Travel Time Difference for SCENARIO 2: 2031 with Northern Arterial 

 
 

 
Figure 8 : Travel Time Difference for SCENARIO 2 – 2031 without Northern Arterial 
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APPENDIX 03: Travel Delay  
 
Notes –  

 PM peak hour is 16:30 to 17:30; 

 Traffic delays are directional, in sec per vehicle; 

 Only delays greater than 20 sec are illustrated; 

 LOS A to C (green) = 0 to 30 seconds delay 

 LOS D (orange) = 30-50 seconds delay 

 LOS E (red) = 50-70 seconds 

 LOS F (black) > 70 seconds 
 

 
Figure 9 : LOS Average Delay for Base Scenario – 2031 with NA 

 

 
Figure 10 : LOS Average Delay for Base Scenario – 2031 without NA 
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Figure 11 : LOS Average Delay for Scenario 1 – 2031 with NA 

 
 

 
Figure 12 : LOS Average Delay for Scenario 1 – 2031 without NA 
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Figure 13 : LOS Average Delay for Scenario 2 – 2031 with NA 

 
 

 
Figure 14 : LOS Average Delay for Scenario 2 – 2031 without NA 
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APPENDIX G: PALMS HISTORIC TRAFFIC FLOW DATA 
 
 
 

 
 


